
Senator Barbara Boxer

We the undersigned urge you, Senator Boxer, to intercede on behalf of the Winnemem Wintu
Tribe to assure that they are given the respect and dignity they deserve to hold their Puberty
Ceremony without interruption or interference. The Tribe has acted in good faith, has already
experienced the racism and hatred that comes when they practice their ceremonies in public,
and has exhausted all known avenues to secure the privacy they require to perform their
ceremony. The Ceremony is quickly approaching and you urgent action is needed.

We thank you for being a champion for the Winnemem Wintu Tribe and look forward to your
help so that together we can ensure that the Tribe enjoys the same respect and dignity that the
rest of us take for granted.

1. Debbie Davis West Sacramento,
CA

2. Mark Franco Redding, CA Senator Boxer: We seem to always have to come to you
for a band-aid. Help us this time with a real fix. Push
legislation to either allow all tribes in California the same
protection afforded "recognized tribes" or grant us a
legislative fix to our tribal status.

3. britta guerrero sacramento, CA The Native American Religious Freedom Act should be
inclusive of unrecognized Tribal people, specifically when
they have been designated by the CA judgment roles! The
spirit of the Act is inclusive.......

4. Caleen Sisk Redding, CA Where is our religious freedoms rights? We are still a tribe
even if we are not a BIA Part 83 tribe, so where are our
rights to practice our religion? All the unaffiliated Part 83
Tribes should attend the meeting in Washington DC on
July 7 to voice our concerns on the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples. See you there.

5. Naida Enriquez Sacramento, CA too bad we all didn't have puberty ceremonies...
6. David Martinez Ukiah, CA
7. Andrea Zubiate Tracy, CA
8. Jasmine Wolf Santa Cruz, CA
9. david nesmith oakland, CA These people, members of a tribe from whom the US

Government has taken so much, need a modest measure
of justice.
Please help them gain access to a sacred place, for a
sacred purpose we can all support.

10. Deanna Ringlero North highlands, CA
11. Will Doolittle Eugene, OR The Winnemem Wintu should be able to hold their

traditional ceremonies, in their traditional places, without
interference.

Name From Comments
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12. Charlotte Berta Elverta, CA
13. Dessa Drake Simi Valley, CA
14. Pam Boland Grovetown, GA
15. Heather Marek Eugene, OR
16. Natasha Joseph Springfield, OR Native people have a right to their freedom of religion. Yes

this does mean a bit of inconvenience on the part of the
Forest Service but that inconvenience is protected by
treaty rights. Even though the law is too flexible in that
regard it would be nice if, as human beings, you let others
have a respectful experience. You have a choice in this.

17. Ruth Koenig Eugene, OR Dear Senator Boxer,
The last time the Winnemem Wintu Tribe held a puberty
ceremony a deeply disturbing incident fouled the most
precarious, perhaps most sacred part of the ceremony, the
time when the young woman was to swim across the river
to join and become one with the women of the tribe. A boat
containing 2 young adults passed immediately in front of
the bark hut where the initiate had remained for 4 days,
learning ancient ways and traditions. The boaters hurled
crude insults, the young woman exposed herself, and they
raised their drinks, hooting and hollering ugly slurs. At that
point a US FOREST SERVICE EMPLOYEE CONTACTED
THE SHERIFF who was positioned on the river in a boat,
requesting boaters to keep a voluntary closure of the area
of the Winnemem Wintu ceremony. THE US FOREST
SERVICE EMPLOYEE ASKED THE SHERIFF TO CLOSE
THAT ARE OF THE LAKE COMPLETELY! That precedent
should mean that the same thing could occur this time, but
BEFORE the ceremony is so drastically violated.
PLEASE, use whatever influence you have to request this
of the US Forest Service. Thank you. Sincerely, Ruth
Koenig, Winnemem Wintu supporter

18. Edward (Ted)
Drake

Yucca Valley, CA These acts outrage even me, a white man. How can this
be stopped? All people should have the right to there
beliefs, and practices. This act of ridacule should be
stopped. The river should be closed at either end of the
ceremony during this time. These people were here before
us and should be treated with respect.

19. Allen Harthorn Chico, CA Let's bring back the salmon too.
20. Michael Preston Mountain View, CA
21. Bill Jenkins lincoln, CA It is time for Justice for the Winnemem. This should not

even be a issue. This Land was theirs! can't we give it
back for just a week so they can continue the Traditional
ceremony's that are essential to their way of life?
Please a little grace here would go a long way.

22. Miguel Luna Los Angeles, CA
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23. Gayle Van De

Koolwyk
PalO CEDRO, CA Our family was blessed to have attended some of the

Wintu Ceremonies in the past. The experience of "respect"
was so touching, like nothing I have ever experienced in
my entire life. It is so important to allow this tribe to
continue to teach generations to come about the teachings
of this tribe. They have a lot to teach and do make our
world a better place.
They do make a difference.

24. Kayla Rae
Carpenter

Stanford, CA Indian people are not asking for special privileges when
they asking for the same right afforded to other citizens -
that of freedom of religion. By not allowing for this
ceremony to occur undisturbed, not only is that right
violated, but the simple common sense responsibility of
respect to each other as human beings is violated. 
We would not allow this level of disrespect to happen in
any other religion's 'church', but because this religion does
not follow judeo-christian structures for religion, some feel
entitled to impinge upon this right both as individuals, and
institutions. It is necessary for exclusive access to be
granted for safety on all levels, as boaters do not always
stop for the ritualistic swimming that takes place, and
display behavior that I feel is criminal. That danger
increases, especially when boaters are intoxicated, along
with the amount of disrespect shown to the tribe by boaters
that I think would be grounds for verbal/sexual harassment
if documented and pursued. 
Allowing for this ceremony to take place without difficulty
on the part of the federal and/or state governments is not
govt. supported establishment of religion, but a matter of
those governments staying true to their own laws, and
promises made to Indian peoples through laws and
treaties.

25. Patricia Cortez Eugene, OR
26. chris stoots, sr sacramento, CA Do the right thing for the Winnemem Wintu.
27. Melissa

Lambarena
Encino, CA

28. STEVE KLEIN Herndon, VA
29. conner everts Santa Monica, CA
30. kim steadman junction city, OR
31. Sally Carless Ojai, CA
32. Mark Kile mariposa, CA
33. James Redmoon Fresno, CA We also hold this Ceremony for our Young women, and

support whole heartedly this effort to continue the
Winnemem Wintu Ceremony.
"Life, Liberty and the pursuit of happiness"
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34. Lisa Ponder Eugene, OR The un-interfered ceremonial use of traditional McCloud

water and land is compatible with Federal
guardianship/ownership of the land.
Please help resolve the issue of the Sheriff and the Forest
Service each saying the other must grant permission for
your Winnemem-Wintu constituents to hold their rarely
occurring event without interference or interruption. The
burden on the "rest" of your constituents is slight. If the
Forest Service had had to close the area to the general
public for maintenance or restoration purposes, there
would be less objection, yet this use by the
Winnemem-Wintu has great positive impact and makes all
other permissible reasons for closure pale in comparison.
Please assist.
Thank you.

35. Sandra Egger Watsonille, CA Dear Senator Boxer: You have always stood up for human
rights. Please continue your record and resolve this matter
in favor of California Native People, and the Winnemem
Wintu Tribe.

36. Mike Nichols Long Beach, CA Good luck and I wish the best!
37. Dan Bacher Sacramento, CA I strongly urge Senator Boxer to assist the Winnemem

Wintu Tribe in navigating the Federal bureaucracy so that
they can hold their Puberty ceremony without interruption
or interference. Please stand up in defense of the
Winnemem Wintu's rights under the American Indian
Religious Freedom Act and the UN Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous People. Please defend human rights!

38. Marion Gee South Lake Tahoe,
CA

39. Allen Lowe Lowell, OR Senator Boxer The federal government must begin to
assist indigenous tribes of the United States in maintaining
those practices and ceremonies that insure the health and
well-being of the tribal community. The initiation (Coming
of Age) ceremony to be held by the Winnemem-Wintu tribe
on the McCloud River in July 2010 is one such ceremony.
The Forest Service has denied the tribe's request to close
a section of the McCloud to recreational boaters so that the
ceremony can proceed without the interference and
intimidation that occurred the last time the ceremony was
held in 2006. Please use the authority of your office to ask
that the USFS assist the tribe by closing the river so that
the ceremony can take place without interference. Thank
you. 
Allen Lowe

40. Kathleen Piper Eugene, OR
41. Maryann Tamayo Seattle, WA Have a heart.
42. India Bowers San Francisco, CA
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43. Margaret Hallock Eugene, OR, OR
44. C. Stoots Hollister, CA Please assist these Wintu people with this issue. Help

ensure and preserve these and other historic cultural
practices. 
Thank You.

45. Randy Yonemura Sacramento, CA
46. A. Searle Edinburgh, United

Kingdom
47. Dean Middleton Eugene, OR The irony of this is that the tribe has been practicing this

ceremony for hundreds of years in this exact location. Now
it has to get permission. I heard a story of how Granny
(previous Winnemem Wintu Tribe Head Woman) was
being stared at with discuss by campers in the
campground near where the ceremony takes place. And
then she explained to her aid that those fruit trees over
there where planted by her father and that she was born
on this very spot. This was her land until the dam project.
The Winnemem Wintu people were lied to again by our
government and the land was taken. Please help these
people by bringing their issues to our President.
Thank You.

48. Michelle Hoaglin Roseville, CA
49. Stephen Damko Middleburg Heights,

OH
50. Andria Ventura San Jose, CA It is unbelievable that we have to ask for respect for the

Winnemem Wintu people. It should be automatically given.
Please act to ensure that they are able to hold their
ceremony in peace and dignity, not only this year, but
forever.

51. Matthew Morrison Pleasanton, CA
53. Linda Long Del Mar, CA Senator Boxer,

Please all the Winnemem Wintu Tribe to perform their
ceremony without interruption or interference. What does it
cost YOU anyway? You are there to support US,
remember? Provide the support and ensure your vote next
term.
Linda Long

54. Dipti Bhatnagar Oakland, CA
55. Brenda Morgan Alpine, CA We need to keep our ceremonies going for the children for

the next 7 generations. We are a lost tribe without our
ceremonies that is what our Ancestors taught us. Please
try to understand thank-you

56. Mary Ngo Long Beach, CA Dear Senator Boxer,
In the past you have argued for the protections of
wilderness and of the diversity of natural beauty, but a tribe
(continues on next page)
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56. Mary Ngo Long Beach, CA (continued from previous page)

as cultural rich as the Winnemem Wintu tribe have not
been afforded the same protection for their sacred
landscapes, Chinook salmon, water, and for the right to
access important sacred sites freely and the right to
practice their religion openly. I hope you will become a
forceful advocate for the Winnemem Wintu and their
religious freedom. Thank you.

57. Marc Dadigan Eugene, OR
58. Leonard Pine

Flower
Fresno, CA

59. Alberta Nells flagstaff, AZ
60. Erin Farris missoula, MT This ceremony is an important exercise in culture and

should take place without interference.
61. Mary Keltner Redding, CA Senator Barbara Boxer

The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution guarantees
religious freedom for all! Are the Winnemem Wintu Tribal
People not citizens of this state and country? 
It is my understanding; Winnemem Wintu Tribal People,
consider the McCloud River to be scared and their place of
origin. 
Senator Boxer, you have been quoted as saying you want
to make a “difference:” Please make a “difference!” 
Please assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribal People in
obtaining exclusive use of a campground and particular
part of the McCloud River from the Forest Service, which is
now being declined. Restricted admittance is necessary for
the Puberty Ceremony, which is a religious ceremony, to
be held with privacy, respect, and dignity: not crude,
vulgar, ethnically inappropriate remarks, and interruptions. 
Senator Boxer, thank you for you time.
Thank you, Mary Keltner

62. David Jaber Berkeley, CA Please support the rights of native peoples to peacefully
practice religions and traditions.

63. Richard Reeman Long Beach, CA
64. Brenda Zook Sarasota, FL
65. David

Dunkleberger
Doylestown, PA

66. Adriana
Hernandez

Long Beach, CA

67. Athena Waid San Francisco, CA
68. Andreea Nunez Long Beach, CA
69. Mark Gorey St. Augustine, FL Native peoples everywhere need help. Thank you.
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70. Judith Castro Eugene, OR Please allow this sacred ritual to take place uninterrupted.

If we had rituals for our youth today, we might see a
difference in this country.

71. Janet Clark Pescadero, CA Dear Senator Boxer,
The fact that many indigenous people practice their religion
at sacred outdoor sites makes them vulnerable to
disruption and abusive treatment from those who do not
understand or respect their cultures. While they are now a
minority in the U.S., indigenous people are no less entitled
to the freedoms and rights granted by our constitution.
Please support the Winnemem Wintu tribe in their efforts to
practice their religion free from distraction and interference
by allowing them the temporary exclusive use of a
campground and part of the McCloud River they are
requesting for their ceremonies. 
Thank you,
Janet Clark

72. Piet de Nennie Den Haag,
Netherlands

73. Arne bonilla Eugene, OR
74. Lindsey Sommer New York, NY Dear Senator Boxer, one of the most special and sacred

resources that we have in this country is our indigenous
heritage. Please don't allow commercial interested to blind
us from that gift. Thank you!

75. Michael McNally Northfield, MN
76. Twila Souers Eugene, OR
77. Doris Dialogu Huntington Beach,

CA
"Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof... or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble..."

78. Adrianna Sorondo fresno, CA
79. Kenna Conway Dunsmuir, CA
80. Jen McCormack Tucson, AZ
81. Marama Davidson Auckland, New

Zealand
For more impact, add a personal comment here

82. Terry Young Clovis, CA Please allow this tribe access to the land that was taken
from them by our federal goverment.

83. Paul Moss White Bear Lake, MN
84. Curtis Dunham Eugene, OR Let the first Americans have their ceremony in peace.

Thank you.
85. Joan Ngo Irvine, CA Living in Paraguay as a Peace Corps volunteer has

granted me the rare opportunity to experience and
understand the true value of ancient beliefs, rituals and
ceremonies to the lives of indigenous peoples. Their
culture and identity is directly tied to the sacred land they
(continues on next page)
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85. Joan Ngo Irvine, CA (continued from previous page)

so deeply admire and respect. The Winnemem Wintu Tribe
have deep roots in the McCloud River that span hundreds
of years. Please allow them access to a site that
historically belonged to them so they can continue
practicing a tradition that is not only important to them, but
also to our American history and culture.

86. Annette Quintero Westminster, CA Please respect this Winnemem Wintu sacred site.
87. Sarah Hugdahl Forks of Salmon, CA
88. Aregnaz

Mooradian
Santa Fe Springs, CA The Winnemem Wintu have in fact utilized the space along

the McCloud River much longer than it has been a
'protected' land. Is there no way to find a common ground?
Who and what is this land being protected from? I believe
that before we can apply absolutes, we must first uphold
our duty to allow every member of the United States,
including Winnemem Wintu American Indians, the right to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

89. barbara merrill Larkspur, CA The very least that we can do in the wake of the American
Holocaust is to allow the survivors to live their lives with
dignity. For heaven´s sake, let´s do it.

90. Pattie
Pardini-Barrett
Keith Barrett

Chico, CA Ritual and ceremomy are very important events that need
to be preserved and honored. Americans are suffering
because they have lost their ceremonies and are
disconnected from each other and their relationship with
the earth. Please allow the Winnemem Wintu Tribe to hold
their puberty ceremony without interuption or interference.
Give back to the Tribe what was taken from them if only for
a short time.

91. Andrew Harwell Palo Alto, CA
92. Amy Stanfill Las Vegas, NV We need to protect our past so we may insure our future!
93. Marion Malcolm Eugene, OR
94. Misa Joo Eugene, OR Senator Boxer, Please do everything you can as Senator

of California to protect the basic human right of religious
freedom for one of the tenaciously traditional tribes of
California, the Winnemem Wintu Tribe. Even though the
federal government de-recognized 90 percent of the
traditional tribes of your state, they are your constituency
and look to you as their Senator. The two Native American
Religious Freedom Acts that Congress passed in its great
wisdom should protect the freedom of the Winnemem,
federal recognition or not. Their Coming of Age Ceremony
is practiced nowhere else in the world and will be in danger
of extinction without your intervention. We look to you for
your leadership.

95. j gage laguna hills, CA
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96. Pauline Reid Ashburton, New

Zealand
Senator Box. Many traditions of the first nations peoples
have been eroded around the world. As one who was
privileged to witness the Winnemem Wintu ceremony for
the Nur on the Rakaia River, New Zealand in the quest to
have their salmon return home to the waters that they have
always been part of I request that you do everything in
your power to ensure that they have what they are
requesting. 
If we can bring them half way around the world to our
country and allow them the privacy to perform their
ceremonial ritual for the Nur (Salmon) then one would think
that it is a small consideration for your people to allow
them the same privacy on their own waterway.

97. Chris Suri Lakewood, CA
98. Cruz Salgado Eugene, OR
99. Nichelle Garcia SAN MATEO, CA
100. Rick Wilson Redding, CA
101. Kelly Grkinich Lakewood, CA
102. Bradley Garrett Riverside, CA Senator Boxer,

The Winnemem Wintu have resided on this land for
thousands of years. Their request for a temporary use of
the area is a small concession. Please allow them to use
the river for their ceremony. 
Bradley L. Garrett, MA, ABD
Former employee, US Bureau of Land Management

103. ellie miles LONDON, United
Kingdom

104. Thomas King Silver Spring, MD While there may be conflicts between the Winnemem's
need for exclusive temporary use of the campsite and
other public interests, such conflicts have been regularly
worked out on other National Forests, in National Parks,
and on BLM-administered land through good-faith
consultation; I feel sure the same could be done in this
case if the Forest Service were motivated to do so.

105. Barry Reid Ashburton, New
Zealand

106. Shanti Warlick Grass Valley, CA
107. Helen Nash Chagford, United

Kingdom
108. Patricia Yost Dallas, TX
109. Christine Pham laguna niguel, CA
110. Erpel Garrett Riverside, CA
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111. Bill Jacobson Grass Valley, CA Senator Boxer,

Please support and assist the Winnemem Wintu in their
work to conduct sacred ceremony.
Thank you.
Bill Jacobson

112. Caleb Sponholtz Simi Valley, CA
113. Jos� Mar�a

Olmos Santan
Valladolid, Spain

114. Sarah Schneider Arcata, CA
115. Tiffany Chen Long Beach, CA
116. Sarah Barnes Davis, CA
117. Rachel Davis long beach, CA
118. Shane Ho Mt. Shasta, CA
119. Robert Johnson Jr Alamo, CA
120. Stephanie Taylor Los Angeles, CA
121. craig tucker McKinleyville, CA Isn't freedom of religion a fundamental tenant of American

Democracy?
122. L Roberts Lockhart, TX
123. Dawn Kennedy Sebastopol, CA
124. Kathleen Jones Alameda, CA It is the least that can be done to protect a culture and

religion that has existed on that land for generations.
125. Joshua Saxon Casa Grande, AZ
126. Protap

Chakravortty
Libreville, Gabon I'm with the petition.

127. Silver Galleto Cloverdale, CA
128. Junie Mattice Crescent City, CA The First People of this Nation must be recognized in the

21st century. Honor and trust must be given after all that
has been taken from the First People of this Nation.
Instead of passing your blood stained hands down to your
children give us our sovereignty...

129. Tim Stroshane Albany, CA
130. Janet Carter El Cerrito, CA Protect the rights of this group of people who hold the land

sacred and have since before the Forest Service held
stewardship.

131. Richard Sanderell San Franciscco, CA Dear Senator Boxe,r We keep talking about respecting
each other, but when it comes to the aboriginal people of
this country we fail miserably in giving respect to their
spiritual and religious needs. Please impress upon our
citizens to allow the Winnemen Wintu Tribe to have their
Puberty Ceremony in peace! Native People not only fight
for their own Nations but ours as well. Take a look at how
many Native men and women serve in the miltary. As a
(continues on next page)
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131. Richard Sanderell San Franciscco, CA (continued from previous page)

Viet Nam Veteran I want to see the Aboriginal People
given the respect they deserve. I hope they have your
support. Richard Sanderell

132. David Meanwell Sutton, United
Kingdom

133. Daniel Hidalgo los angels, CA
134. Patricia Lind City of Shasta Lake,

CA
It is time to stop the cultural genocide and to work towards
allowing Native Tribes Federal recognition. The
Winnemem Wintu tribe should have the right to hold
ceremonies on their sacred places. These ceremonies help
all of us and teach us to respect nature and see its
soulfullness.

135. vana lawsion santa rosa, CA I believe that since i am an Native American Indian, true to
this country, Indian, native of the United
States,Decendantm of prior owners of this land should
have the right to hold our native and traditional ceremonies
anywhere we please as long as we do not become a cult.

136. Virginia Phelps Palo Cedro, CA Senator Boxer please help with this plea for dignity. It will
mean so much to such courageous people. Thank you,
Virginia Phelps

137. Craig Costello Portland, OR Honorable Ms Boxer, It would be heartening to see
leadership defend the priority public good that is
represented by this effort to keep sacred this ceremony
dedicated to the sustainability of this people and this place
on earth.

138. Roger Mammon Oakley, CA I am sure the Winnemem Wintu Tribe were conducting
their ceremonies long before there was even a US Forest
Service. I find it particularly appalling that more respect is
not given to true Native Americans.

139. Juan Mancias Floresville, TX For more impact, add a personal comment here
140. chris bacher sonoma, CA
141. Kumu Hula

Shawna Alapa'i
San Rafael, CA Indigenous People's ancient rituals and ceremonies that

have been preserved for generations, deserve the respect
of privacy and privilege, only for the direct Indigenous
Tribes involved. Please support these ancient rites, which
are not for all eyes to witness, but rather, are for only those
whose eyes have been given the Indigenous knowledge of
the People. 
Mahalo!

142. Jennifer Burner San rafael, CA
143. Erika Bjorkquist Poway, CA
144. Kai Schade Sebastopol, CA
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145. Mari-Ann Gibbs

Rivers
Petaluma, CA Dear Senator Boxer:

Please assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribe in obtaining the
opportunity to practice in peace ceremonial rituals
important to cultural roots and identity. An inability to
honor, practice, and preserve heritage, morals and values
irreparably damages us all as individuals, Californians and
Americans. Ceremony instills in our youth as well as our
society at large, a sense of belonging, respect,
interdependence, relationship and community so
appallingly lacking today. Please exercise your
considerable influence to craft a solution to this situation
that will benefit us all.
~Mari-Ann Gibbs Rivers.

146. Michelle
Donaldson

San Francisco, CA Please respect this tribe's religious traditions.

147. Laura Doty Santa Rosa, CA
148. Cyndi defenbaugh Sonoma, CA it is a crime to continue to limit the first nation people's

access to and use of their ceremonial grounds. It is also
imperative that the rituals remain theirs and not subject to
those who have not earned the right to see them.

149. Sylvia
WynnLindeman

Guerneville, CA Senator Boxer,
Please champion this issue.
In these days of bail outs where organizations are "saved"
from their own mismanagement by government
intervention, the least we can do is honor these First
American's right to pursue their spiritual and cultural
traditions.
Thank you
Sylvia WynnLindeman
Sonoma County, CA

150. Janet Beazlie Forestville, CA The US Forest Service has been making quiet
accommodations for local Northern California tribes in
order for them to tend to sacred plants or hold ceremonies
on Forest Service land. This seems a clearcut case of the
Winnemem Wintu tribe respectfully asking for such an
accomodation in order to practice their religion. Freedom of
religion must be for all. I respectfully request that you
reconsider & choose a pathway of respect for all.

151. Tom Wright Concord, CA
152. Sandra Stamos Fairfax, CA
153. Christal lewis wenatchee, WA
154. Lela Thomas Sacramento, CA
155. Juli Frandsen Windsor, CA
156. John Bell Sacramento, CA Let's respect everyone.
157. Linda Nguyen westminster, CA
158. Bobbie Porras SHASTA LAKE, CA
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159. jo-ann joseph blackwall, Australia
160. Sara Baskin San Rafael, CA
161. Roanna Costa

Krisko
Sacramento, CA

162. Melissa Mitchell
Enick

Floresville, TX

163. shirley asuncion San Anselmo, CA
164. manya

garabedian
livingston, TX

165. BC Macdonald Albion, CA Spirits of the tribes of the East go with you in your quest for
cultlural justice

166. Pablo Campos san francisco, CA
168. Brian Klopotek Eugene, OR Please help the tribe hold onto what is theirs. It is

unconscionable to allow the kind of disrespect they have
had to endure in their own territory during past ceremonies.
The United States needs to protect democracies at home
as well as abroad.

169. Emmanuelle
Antolin

San Francisco, CA

170. Jessica Selinger Honolulu, HI
171. Glayol Sahba sacraemnto, CA We must respect the rights of the Indigenous people of this

country to use the land that we have taken from them.
Please allow them some dignity. Their rituals are very
specific to this location. Other campers can find tons of
other areas to camp in. Thank-you

172. Deborah Rains West Sacramento,
Reunion

Our traditions make our young people strong, not only to
live and do the right things for others and theirself. To take
away another part of our heritage would and has destroyed
our people. We are working very hard to bring dignity and
purpose to our people again.

173. Lynda Aubrey Elk, CA For more impact, add a personal comment here
174. Jean Demeter Albion, CA Please allow these people the dignity and space to

preserve their traditions.
175. Sandra Marks camino, CA Dear Senator Boxer,

Please support the Winnemem Wintu Tribe in continuing a
SPECIAL Ceremony practiced and passed down from
early times.
Thank You

176. John Walker Christchurch, New
Zealand

For goodness sake, they only want to use the land to fulfil
their traditions. Is it not right that all people have access?
The land belongs to the people, not some government
service.

177. Tomas DiFiore Little River, CA
178. Maki doolittle Eugene, OR
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179. Merry Winslow Mendocino, CA For more impact, add a personal comment here
180. Jewels Marcus Fort Bragg, CA Respect for other's ceremonies and beleifs is the key for

living in a country that should be proud of it's diversity. This
is the first step to freedom and the democracy that has
been the foundation, if not of the practice, of this land that
was stolen from theses people.

181. Jennifer
McGeorge

Petaluma, CA 4 Days of peace is not too much to ask for.

182. Gina Perrine SANTA ROSA, CA
183. Sarah Haase Redding, CA
184. Kathryn

McGeorge
Petaluma, CA

185. Patty Gomez Redding, CA Senator Boxer,
The Wintu Tribe have been active in Shasta and Siskyou
Counties through their efforts to educate the public and
advocate for preservation of land and animals. They are
one of the few tribes in California who do not want casinos
and are earnestly trying to preserve their customs. As a
social worker who has worked with Native American foster
kids and parolees from California Youth Authority, I am
sadly aware of how destruction of cultural practices for
youth causes alienation, resulting in criminal affiliations.
Please support the tribe's access to Forest Service Land
so they may continue this ceremony of puberty.

186. Rozlyn Terry
Marnell

Stinson Beach, CA After all we've done to Native Tribes, let these First People
continue their sacred customs in peace and with dignity!

187. Amos Edwards Bainbridge Island,,
WA

Dear Senator Boxer,
This ceremony of the Winnemem Wintu Tribe is sacred
and clearly needs protection. 
It's tragic these people need to navigate the system for the
right to conduct their religious ceremonies; I can only
imagine the consequences if one were to behave crudely
and disrespectfully during a first communion, a bat
mitzvah, or other "mainstream religion". It is a right as well
as a priveledge in our Country to practice freedom of
religion; it is a gift to witness other cultures' religions and
rituals.
My stomach twisted while watching video of the 10% of
people who chose not to respect the Winemem Wintu
tribe's puberty ceremony - I suppose though, that we have
government officials like you to protect rights of those who
can't protect themselves from apathetic bullies.
Please help the Winnemem Wintu Tribe's People navigate
the appropriate channels so that they may continue to
practice their spiritual rituals on the McCloud River.
Thank you for your time and attention.
Sincerely,
Amos Edwards
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188. Alicia Torregrosa Menlo Park, CA Dear Senator Boxer, You are one of my few elected

heroes. I know I can turn to you with confidence that you
will try to understand my issues and concerns. Your core
values of dignity and respect for the human family and
willingness to understand other cultures endears me to you
and gives you my support for your upcoming political
battles. Please help the Winnemem Wintu Tribe keep their
traditions alive on the McCloud River. Please encourage
the Forest Service to find a way to keep offending hecklers
away from their ceremony. Thank you!

189. Gail Raborn Mendocino, CA
190. Emma Shlaes San Francisco, CA
191. David Hage Point Reyes Station,

CA
192. Marie Logan San Francisco, CA Please respect the rights of California's native peoples.
193. Laura Lee Miller Bolinas, CA Please allow this sacred and ancient cultural rite to

proceed. Thank you Barbara Boxer for your support of our
tribes.

194. Jeff Solomon Fort Bragg, CA
195. Carla Tapia Long Beach, CA
196. roger dufur sacramento, CA control freaks uncool
197. Dana Luce Rohnert Park, CA
198. Michael Mehaffey Petaluma, CA
199. Susan K Baritell Petaluma, CA Respect
200. Brena Kennedy Santa Rosa, CA
201. Ellen Schwartz Sacramento, CA I watched the documentary of the previous ceremony

being interrupted by loud, rude, and sometimes obviously
drunken boaters. There is no reason or justification for that.

202. Dave Kennedy Sebastopol, CA
203. David Kennedy Sebastopol, CA
204. Andrew Brusseau Windsor, CA
205. Deron Schade Waipahu, HI
206. Erika Barnes Santa Rosa, CA
207. bernadette laos santa Rosa, CA
208. Gene Malone Redding, CA Gene A. Malone

Winnemem Wintu and Wintu Tribe Council Member
209. Margaret

Caughman
Lexington, SC

210. Vivian Nguyen san francisco, CA
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211. Aki Creelman Fairfax, CA Our youth need all the support they can get to know they

are part of a community, they are not alone, they have
connections. This ceremony is important and needs to be
preserved. If more communities practiced such rites of
passage for their youth we would not have so many lost,
troubled young adults. Please do what you can to help the
Winnemem Wintu preserve their puberty ceremony.

212. Robin Schade Waipahu, HI
213. Nobu Horibe Parker, CO Proud to support the preservation of this ceremony.
214. Kathryn Morsea Gallup, NM Dear Senator Boxer:

Respectfully, I request you to assist the Winnemem Wintu
in this matter relating to their puberty ceremony. It was
apalling to view the video showing the lack of respect and
danger posed by some of the public at their last one. The
assistance requested by the tribe is reasonable and of
minor impact to public access to the river, however it would
have major benefit to the safe and successful conduction
of their puberty ceremony.
In my tribe the Navajo, puberty ceremonies have been
shown to greatly benefit the young girl by celebrating and
easing her transition into adult life, blessing her and giving
her a place and role within the community. It has even
been shown to ease the transition through menopause
many years later. I attend many kinaalda (Navajo puberty
ceremony) here in my area, and serve as mentor and
caretaker of young girls for their ceremonies and thereby
witness first hand the benefits to the young girls. My 10
year old daughter will have a kinaalda when it is her turn,
and I am preparing for it. Thus, I enthusiastically applaud
the Winnemem Wintu for their efforts to have their
traditional ceremony for this important rite of passage, and
request your assistance for them.
Sincerely,
Kathryn Morsea, MD

215. Elaine Davis victoria, TX There are more respectful people than not, please help this
ceremony with a peaceful environment.

216. Maranda Vaihiria
Thompson

Rohnert Park, CA Dear Senator Boxer: I have participated in several
Hawaiian ceremonies and understand the importance of
having a quiet, safe space to conduct these ancient
cultural practices. Interruptions of modern life break the
spiritual connections and unravel the significance of these
sacred ceremonies. Please help to protect the cultural
traditions of our native peoples by providing a sanctuary for
the Winnemem Wintu Tribe to conduct their ancient
ceremonies without interference.
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217. Nadine Narita San Anselmo, CA I support the Winnemem Wintu Tribe in holding their

Puberty ceremony as they have without interference. The
Forest Service needs to allow access to their campgroud
at McCloud River so their can honor their ritual.

218. Teresa Edmonds Carmel Valley, CA
219. Anthony G.

Gonzales
San Francisco, CA

220. Peggy Haissig Lagunitas, CA
221. Laura Wass Fresno, CA Dear Senator Boxer: I urge you to immediately intervene

and see to the protection and preservation of the
Winnemem Wintu Tribe's sacred Puberty Ceremony. The
Original People's of the land surrounding McCloud River
have the inherent right to their full connection to the Spirits
of the land without interference. To ignore this and not take
action is unspeakable. I know you will do the right thing
and see that their children are able to absorb what is
meant to nurture them, only them.

222. marcia garrett Rolling Hills, CA
223. Cynthia Naha Cloverdale, CA
224. Jesse White Long Beach, CA
225. Brent Rusert Fort Bragg, CA
226. rachel tabar san ramon, CA
227. Gena Balser E. Wenatchee, WA
228. Stephanie Behasa Mill Valley, CA Dear Senator Boxer: I respectfully urge you to assist the

Winneman Wintu Tribe so that they may conduct this
sacred ceremony safely and without interference. By
protecting this ancient native ceremony, you honor and
respect the spiritual source that connects us all.

229. Nelly Montanez los angeles, CA
230. Elizabeth Wilson Redding, CA
231. Kathleen Einwich Picayune, MS
232. Iris Chynoweth Midpines, CA
233. john goodwin sONORA, CA Please Help.
234. Tracey Gayner Paerata, New

Zealand
E te rangatira, tēnā koe,
I ask you to allow these people the right to the exclusive
access of the campground and stretch of river necessary
for their cultural ceremony.
In providing them with this much needed access it will help
to strengthen a sustainable and functional tribal identity for
the members and the tribe as a whole.
Nāku noa, nā
Tracey

235. Benjamin Steele Redding, CA
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236. Christopher

(Toby) McLeod
Berkeley,, CA Dear Senator Boxer, Twenty-five years ago you and I

stood together at Año Nuevo Point in San Mateo County
fighting to stop offshore oil drilling. I know your heart and
your vision. Please use your power to urge the Forest
Service to do what is right and provide the respect and
privacy the Winnemem need to initiate their future leaders
into womanhood in peace and with dignity. Thank you,
Christopher (Toby) McLeod

237. Deanna Osborn Clovis, CA
238. Mary Ngo Irvine, CA
239. Sergio Ramirez orange, CA I have helped the Winnemem Wintu tribe personally by

developing research maps showing impacted areas if a
dam raise were to occur. The tribe has my full support.

240. Denise Poland Santa Cruz, CA
241. Marc Davis Redding, CA Couldnt say it better.. ~Thanks.. Laura Wass..~ Dear

Senator Boxer: I urge you to immediately intervene and
see to the protection and preservation of the Winnemem
Wintu Tribe's sacred Puberty Ceremony. The Original
People's of the land surrounding McCloud River have the
inherent right to their full connection to the Spirits of the
land without interference. To ignore this and not take
action is unspeakable. I know you will do the right thing
and see that their children are able to absorb what is
meant to nurture them, only them. ~Marc Davis..
winnemem Wintu!~

242. Kayla
Godowa-Tufti

Eugene, OR Our traditions are a part of our identity. I fully support the
indigenous right to ceremony.. Especially coming of age.
Thanks you so much Caleen for standing up and staying
strong in a corrupt world where it was a plan for us to be
disconnected from our indigenous identities.. I am from up
here in Oregon.. Enrolled Warmsprings.. I remember
meeting you here at U of O and watching the video about
your daughter's ceremony.. I was appauled at the behavior
of some of the locals.. So again, I entirely support you and
your peoples ways.. In our Klamath traditions, the old story
is that G mok am c (creator), after he made our people, he
went to live on Mt. Shasta. Thank you so much for being
so strong that way and taking care of the land and the old
ways that way.. I'm sure your Gram is very proud! Hoka
hey, A-ho. All my relations..

243. Nancee Toft Davis, CA I know two members of the Winnemem Wintu tribe and I
am aware that some of their land has been taken from
them or made inaccessible for their ceremonies. Please do
what you can to help them carry out their traditions, and in
this specific case, to conduct the Puberty Ceremony.
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244. Michael

Warburton
Berkeley, CA Dear Senator Boxer, It is well past the time for the US

Forest Service to make reasonable accommodation for
privacy in continuing Winnemem Wintu traditional
ceremonial connection to the land where they have always
lived. We can certainly learn a great deal from this Tribe in
living more gently on the earth that we all share.

245. Merilee Cross Mount Shasta, CA
246. Deborah Miranda Lexington, VA California Indian population went from about one million to

about 10,000 (that's a high estimate for survivors, and
includes mixedbloods) during Spanish, Mexican and
American rule. We have survived missionization, European
diseases, loss of language, religion, culture, elders, and
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, also called Historical
Trauma. For one small tribe to still continue the girl's
puberty ceremony is nothing short of an armed rebellion
called the American Revolution, as miraculous as saving
everyone on the Titanic, as momentous as ending the war
in Iraq. Anyone who wishes to stop such a miracle would
be truly ignorant and destructive. Please listen!

247. Carrie Stokes UKIAH, CA Indian people are not asking for special privileges when
they asking for the same right afforded to other citizens -
that of freedom of religion. By not allowing for this
ceremony to occur undisturbed, not only is that right
violated, but the simple common sense responsibility of
respect to each other as human beings is violated. We
would not allow this level of disrespect to happen in any
other religion's 'church', but because this religion does not
follow judeo-christian structures for religion, some feel
entitled to impinge upon this right both as individuals, and
institutions. It is necessary for exclusive access to be
granted for safety on all levels, as boaters do not always
stop for the ritualistic swimming that takes place, and
display behavior that I feel is criminal. That danger
increases, especially when boaters are intoxicated, along
with the amount of disrespect shown to the tribe by boaters
that I think would be grounds for verbal/sexual harassment
if documented and pursued. Allowing for this ceremony to
take place without difficulty on the part of the federal and/or
state governments is not govt. supported establishment of
religion, but a matter of those governments staying true to
their own laws, and promises made to Indian peoples
through laws and treaties.

248. Patriciaa
Killelea-King

Davis, CA

249. David Bess Springfield, OH Discrimination of Native Americans in this country has
gone on far too long! They are the first & truest Americans
of all & have every right to their customs & trditions.
Senator Boxer, please direct the Forest Service to honor
this ceremony!!
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250. Tereza Szeghi Dayton, OH
251. Faith M. Willcox Westport,, ME
252. steve szeghi Cincinnati, OH I support the efforts of the tribe to continue in their sacred

traditions. The Forest Service should allow the use of
Public Lands for this purpose, and it is ridiculous that they
would put up any impediments.

253. Noelle Ferdon Chico, CA
254. Yvonna Cazares Cathedral City, CA
255. Mark Miyoshi Mount Shasta, CA
256. Jeanne France San Leandro, CA We are people with rights too! We vote, pay taxes and

work for our living. We as a people still exist and have the
right to OUR Religious beliefs. Help us have our ceremony
with peace, dignity and safety.

257. Jeanne France san leandro, CA We are people too, we vote, pay taxes and work for a
living. Help us have our ceremony, on one of our village
sites, in peace, dignity and safety. We do not deserve to
have our right to freedom of religion denied.

258. Paul Tebbel Sacramento, CA The Winnemem Wintu have worked hard to protect our
rivers and watersheds - not just their own.They deserve
our respect and opportunities for their private ceremonies.
Please have the Forest Service make this possible.
THank you.

259. Kathleen McIntyre Oakmont, PA
260. Reyna Yagi South Lake Tahoe,

CA
261. Gianna Chavez Indio, CA, CA
262. Katie Scott South Lake Tahoe,

CA
Absolutely, they should be able to have exclusive access
for 4 days

263. Laura Kaehler Eugene, OR
264. Jennifer

Hernandez
Covina, CA

265. Baylee Jenkins Lincoln, CA
266. Virginia Brelsford El Cerrito, CA
267. Maria Herrera Visalia, CA
268. Katie Dettman Eugene, OR
269. Maricela Morales Port Hueneme, CA
270. Sally Lowe Lowell, OR This special culture deserves World Heritage status. The

small favor they are asking for is important to all of us who
are interested in preserving and fostering Native culture.
These people lost their homeland and federal promises
about "replacement" were not kept. Please help the tribe to
carry out age-old ritual by requesting Forest Service
assistance.
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271. Kara Alba Emeryville, CA
272. Evon Parvaneh

Chambers
Davis, CA

273. Konrad Fisher Somes Bar, CA For the sake of cultural and religious freedom, please
honor the rights of the Winnemem Wintu Tribe to hold their
ceremonies without interruption or interference. We honor
peoples’ right to hold ceremonies behind closed doors in
Churches, Synagogues, Mosks or Temples. We must also
honor the right of a people that has lived in Northern
California for thousands of years to hold ceremonies that
are tied to specific times and specific outdoor locations. 
Most land occupied by native people for thousands of
years, including that of the Wennemum Wintu, is now
either privately held by non-native people, or managed by
the government and open to all. Moreover, much of the
ancestral territory of the Wennemum Wintu Tribe is
submerged under water. 
It is not a lot to ask that non-native people avoid very few
specific places at very few specific times. Most non-native
people are happy to oblige such requests, but those who
are not, should be required by law.

274. Lindsey Kingston Syracuse, NY It is incredibly important for the United States government
to recognize the beliefs and traditions of our native
American tribes. The protection of this ceremony sends a
message that we can live in harmony with native
populations, and that the U.S. strives to be a leader in the
protection of indigenous rights.

275. Miriam Torres Santa Monica, CA
276. Gregory

Ziolkowski
San Clemente, CA

277. Heidi Ogle Chico, CA
278. Heather Cooley Oakland, CA
279. justine quinones riverside, CA If we can set aside space for other occassions and respect

those reservations this should be no different. Please help
preserve historical occassions, self-respect, and dignity for
all users of public grounds. Insults, bad language, and
insulting behavior have no place in our country. Thank you.
Justine Quinones

280. Tomas Rehacek Prague, Czech
Republic

The importance and the cultural value of holding this
ceremony undisturbed is invaluable for the Winnemem
Wintu Tribe. Therefore, I believe that a full closure of a
short stretch of the river for a couple of days is not so
much to ask for.

281. Miriam Gordon San Francisco, CA Senator Boxer: It behooves the US Government to allow
tribes, like the Winnemen Wintu, to hold ceremonies and
engage in tribal practices according to historical traditions.
(continues on next page)
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281. Miriam Gordon San Francisco, CA (continued from previous page)

I urge you to help this tribe navigate the Federal
bureaucracy in order to enable them to hold their Puberty
Ceremony on Forest Service land in the MaCloud River.

282. Roman Puchko Kyiv, Ukraine Winnemem Wintu Tribe doubtlessly has a right for their
ceremony on their historical land!

283. Guido Maarten
Voets

Zeist, Netherlands I would like to comment that the United States of America
needs to consider that the current dominant faction of
ethinic people do not originate from America. In the light of
Democracy it would be but a small gift to allow the
Winnemem Wintu tribe the use of the McCloud river for but
one day, in exchange for the fact that original European
descendants can lay claim to river the rest of the year. Let
all races of America feel American, and let the world see it
has not lost its soul - that America is still a place in which
one can live the dream - no matter how small this may be.

284. Jamie Lay Eugene, OR
285. Michael Gutman south lake tahoe, CA
286. Mary Peldszus Windsor, CA Please allow them use of the campground and use of the

river. They will not harm anything. They have great respect
for the land and it's provisions.

287. federica
briamonte

Bologna, Italy

288. Kevin Connelly Berkeley, CA
289. Priscilla Dudhia London, United

Kingdom
290. Erin Carlson Summerland, Canada It's high time we recognize and respect the rights of North

America's First Nations peoples.
291. Tiffany Bolster Seattle, WA
292. Carolee Krieger Santa Barbara, CA Please help support the Winnemem Wintu Tribe preserve

their cultural heritage...it is the least we can do.
Carolee Krieger

293. B Curtis dunedin, New
Zealand

294. Lucy Allen Oakland, CA
295. Victor Kovacs Buffalo, NY
296. Beth Rose

Middleton
Davis, CA

297. Keira Dubowsky Oakland, CA
298. Marcia Lynn

Ackerman
Greenville, CA

299. Jeanne Anstine Portland, OR
300. Scott Ligare Sacramento, CA
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301. Susan Kirstein Pittsburgh, PA
302. Austin Beahm Long Beach, CA
303. amber graywolf Oakland, CA
304. Simone Schulz Santa Monica, CA Please respect the Native Peoples way of life. We have

created a life on their suffering. Respect history, culture
and human rights.

305. Glenys John Auckland, New
Zealand

306. Kristina
Casper-Denman

Fair Oaks, CA

307. Peter Nichols Arcata, CA
308. Kamile

Maciulaityte
Vilnius, Lithuania

309. Anna Hofmann 92286 Rieden,
Germany

310. Chrys Pablo Wageningen,
Netherlands,
Philippines

311. S Hopkins Market Drayton,
United Kingdom

312. Tess Sanders Jacksonville, NC Please help!
313. Jiri Kapitan Prague, Czech

Republic
314. João Moreira Porto, Portugal
315. Jeff Cobb Cincinnati, OH
316. Sarah Atlas Chicago, IL
317. Bojan Balen Rijeka, Croatia
318. patricia wright liverpool, United

Kingdom
319. Gannnon Rogers Blue Lake, CA
320. Julian Lang Arcatqa, CA This ceremony is an essential part of returning tribal youth

to spiritual and physical health. It had been a ceremony
that every CAlifornia tribe practiced making it "universally"
important. Protect the Puberty Ceremony of hte
Winnemem.

321. Cindi Alvitre Long Beach, CA
322. Thomas Dadigan Northbrook, IL It is important to maintain their ceremonies and rituals

without public interference. The government needs to
become proactive in supporting these important traditions
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323. Koiya Tuttle Ukiah, CA Coming of age ceremonies for California Indian Tribes are

a legacy beyond the scope of the Forest Service. These
ceremonies took place on Forest Service land long before
the Forest Service ever existed and now its time for the
Department of Agricultures Forest Service to step out of
the way. These coming of age ceremonies will continue
regardless of the "allowances" of the Forest Service
permits, so please give permission so we don't have to
practice our religion in the shadows of Forest Service
regulations.

324. Aidan Dunn San Francisco, CA
325. Corrina Gould Oakland, CA
326. Rain C Gomez Norman, OK
327. Rev. Lindi

Ramsden
Sacramento, CA As a Unitarian Universalist minister, I believe that the

opportunity to fully practice one's religion is vital to
personal health and cultural survival. Allowing the
Winnemem Wintu to conduct their puberty ceremony
without outside interruption is the least we can do. The
period of restricted access can serve as an opportunity for
the larger community to show our respect and to learn
more about the history of the McCloud and its people.

328. Arthur Ungar Lafayette, CA This seems to me to be a reasonable request.
329. Deborah

Pembrook
Santa Cruz, CA Please help to ensure that the Winnemem Wintu tribe has

exclusive access to the McCloud River for their Puberty
Ceremony!

330. John Tucker
Ph.D.

San Pablo, CA After all the bad treatment we have given the Native
Americans, this respectful support of their religious
ceremonies is the least we could do.

331. Anne Hoffmann Sacramento, CA Requiring the boats to turn around would be an opportunity
to teach us to be mindful of others, and respectful of what
the stranger holds to be sacred. And it's only four days!

332. Wynne Furth Palo Alto, CA Granting this request is an important way to acknowledge
the mltiple claims on our land and water, and the
legitimacy of this one.

333. Amy Petre Hill Oakland, CA Our nation has a shameful history of treating the Native
American members of our community with disrespect and
disdain. Here is an opportunity for you to help California
and our nation demonstrate respect for the Winnemem
Wintu Tribe by helping them hold the Puberty Ceremony
with dignity on the McCloud River. Please take action to
help our California neighbors, the Winnemem Wintu Tribe.

334. Luisa Navejas Mount Shasta, CA Dear Senator Boxer, As we move closer to our Balas
Chonas and as many things still remain unresolved, I ask,
who of the decision makers that are holding things at a
standstill has the capacity to look into the hearts of all our
young girls, all of our young ones, our families and feel the
(continues on next page)
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334. Luisa Navejas Mount Shasta, CA (continued from previous page)

struggle? If they cannot do this, then they do not deserve
to hold such positions. It seems reasonable to assume that
if we continue to have to assert our right to practice our
religious freedom on traditional Winnemem Wintu land and
place ourselves and families in danger, as potential targets
of verbal abuse and sexual harassment, that our leaders of
tomorrow will only continue to know struggle during the
most precious transitions in their lives and whenever they
carry themselves as Winnemem. We want, instead, that
these be times of preparation for that good way of life that
was given to them thousands of years before when
agreements were made with the spirits, the land, the water,
the salmon, the deer, and all things that nourish life. A way
of life before the massacres, the promises, the treaties,
and before religious rights had to be guaranteed by
politicians and before now, when they are dished out like
stale leftovers for the begging. We know you have a good
heart and that is why we come to you. Help to make it
right. Help to transform this perpetual struggle into an open
door for all future Winnemem Wintu ceremonies. May it
start now, that these two young girls will only experience
the beauty and joy of this celebration of their lives. May it
be like this.

335. Candy Wood Sacramento, CA
336. Andrew Bell Peble Beach, CA
337. Carol Cook San Mateo, CA
338. Kent Doss Laguna Beach, CA
339. Priscilla Akin Los Osos, CA
340. Kathy Seaton Big Oak Flat, CA We have taken too much from these people. We can

certainly accommodate them for four days a year!
341. Curtis Keedy Riverside, CA
342. Silvio Nardoni Los Angeles, CA The right of this tribe to preserve their native culture should

rank as high as the recreational interests of others,
especially when the others will not suffer complete loss of
their enjoyment of the area, but the tribe will suffer
complete loss of the opportunity to teach their young
people the meaning of the transition to adulthood.

343. Susan
Walker-O'Brien

Redwood City, CA

344. Deborah Mason Santa Rosa, CA As a person of faith, and a leader of the Coming of Age
Program at my church, I am saddened by the disrespect
the youth of the Winnemem Wintu Tribe face from those
who intrude on their sacred ceremony. Please give them
the privacy they deserve for this important ritual and allow
temporary closure of the part of the McCloud River where it
takes place.
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345. Amala Easton Sacramento, CA
346. Meredith Graham Tarzana, CA
347. Vincent Feliz McKinleyville, CA Support Indigenous rights on this Indigenous soil...

Respect the original peoples.
348. Christine Baker Richmond, CA
349. Stephanie Stolte Turlock, CA Dear Senator Boxer, The streets around my office are

periodically closed for parades, bicycle races and rock
festivals - preventing me from working several days each
year. Even though my work schedule is occasionally
inconvenienced by these events, I recognize that these
events are important to the vitality of my community. My
needs as an individual can handle occasionally taking a
back seat to those of the community as a whole.
If the officials of the city I live in can restrict the use of
public roads for the purposes of public celebration,
entertainment and revenue generation, how can it be that
the Federal Government is helpless to restrict the use of a
river for the purpose of protecting a community's ability to
practice their spiritual traditions?
Certainly, the needs of a few individuals to recreate can
take a back seat to the spiritual needs of an entire
community for a few days each year.

350. Paula Martelli Turlock, CA
351. John Stephens Napa, CA Dear Senator Boxer, Please help the Winnemen Wintu

Tribe in their quest to hold their coming of age ceremony
without disturbance on the McCloud River. This land was
once theirs and we should honor their traditions.

352. Benjamin
Hammett

Palo Alto, CA Since much of their land was covered with Shasta Lake, I
feel we the public who benefit from the dam and lake owe
the tribe something in return, at least allowing them a quiet
river during their traditional puberty rites.

353. Kathryn Sharron Reseda, CA
354. Paul Boisvert Napa, CA It is only proper and respectful to honor the First Nation

tribes that have suffered so much at the hands of the US
government. Providing the Winnemem Wintu with access
to their historic ceremonial locales is the least we can do to
as a remedy.
I urge you to intercede with the Forest Service on their
behalf!

355. Marcia Gilbert Modesto, CA We, the people, need to allow our fellow citizens, the local
Indian tribe along the McClure River the right to privacy for
four short days so that their traditional cultural ways can be
observed as it is intended to be observed.....without boat
and unwanted visitor interruption. Let's at least be that
respectful to the people who have had so many of their
rights disrespected.
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356. Marianna Tubman Redwood City, CA It's a small thing to provide to the peoples of this land.

Streets and waterways are regularly closed off for special
events that make money or when dignitaries visit - very few
people would be inconvenienced. The rest of us can enjoy
this beautiful country and river most of the year round.

357. Geena Wallace Menomonie, WI
358. Sharon Paltin Laytonville, CA The Tribe was there first! The Forest Service came later...
359. Amy Furth Pasadena, CA
360. Jan Garbosky San Diego, CA The rights and rites of our native American brothers and

sisters deserve our respect.
361. Thomas Atwood Palo Alto, CA Dear Senator Boxer,

Granting the Winnemem Wintu Tribe exclusive access to
this stretch of river for a few days seems like a small price
to pay in reparation for a couple of centuries of broken
promises. Please do anything you can to help them
conduct their ceremony peacefully.
Sincerely,
Thomas Atwood

362. Jesse Creighton Portland, OR
363. Maren Tirabassi Portsmouth, NH
364. Brian Bennett La Verne, CA
365. Connie Young Fresno, CA
366. Molly McKay Oakland, CA, CA Let us respect this important tradition.
367. Maya Elena

Scott-Chung
Oakland, CA I am deeply moved by the Winnemem Wintu community's

honoring of their young women's passage from puberty
into adulthood, and believe it is critical to respect their tribal
lands and ceremonies. This is THEIR land and their history
and culture, and we need to protect and respect it as
non-Native visitors on their sacred land.

368. Barbara P.
Gardner

Riverside, CA Please help the Winnemem Wintu Tribe get the privacy for
their coming of age ceremony they request. The Native
Americans have suffered mistreatment and disrespect for
much too long in our country.

369. Carolyn
Thompson

Arlington, MA

370. Astrid van
Blijswijk

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

Share some love

371. Judith Moores Davis, CA All of us California citizens live on land that is sacred to the
native people whose ancestors have lived in here for
thousands of years. It is also true that we have a shameful
history of mistreatment of native peoples. Surely, the least
we can do for the Winemem Wintu Tribe to allow them to
have their Puberty Ceremony on the McCloud River Forest
Service land in peace and privacy.
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372. Claudia

Mansbach
Oakland, CA Please respect people and work with them to meet

different needs.
373. Holly G. Palmer Modesto, CA In support of religious freedom and cultural survival, I

strongly urge you to assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribe with
securing a private space on the McCloud River on which
they may conduct their coming of age ceremony. Please,
do what you can!
Sincerely,
Holly Grace Palmer
(your constituent and dedicated voter!)

374. Michael Drayton Santa Rosa, CA
375. Karen Tajbl Auburn, CA It is time to honor our original peoples by giving them rights

that the Federal Government has taken away.
376. Sarah armstrong berkeley, CA
377. Jacobus Nel POTCHEFSTROOM,

South Africa
378. Amir Bramell Santa Rosa, CA
379. tommy ball santa rosa, CA
380. Kate Whittle-Utter

Whittle-Utter
Pasadena, CA

381. Mary Helen
Doherty

Sacramento, CA Now more than ever we need to support the traditions of
honoring life and the interconnectedness of all living things.
The Winnemem Wintu people are seeking to pass on
these values to the next generation and we should be
thanking them for all they have given and continue to give
to heal and protect our earth.

382. Lynn Scott Oakland, CA These ceremonies are an important part of my spiritual
practices and I ask that they be protected just as Sunday
church services are protected and held sacred.

383. mark anquoe san francisco, CA
384. Mary Lou Bailey Auburn, CA
385. Patricia Burke Newcastle, CA
386. Derek Smith San Francisco, CA Dear Senator Boxer-

Please do all you can to ensure that the first people of
California continue to have access to the land as they need
it for their spiritual ceremonies. As a San Franciscan who
is from a Michigan tribe, I cannot imagine not having
access to my home for ceremonial purposes. The
Winnemem Wintu need and deserve access to their
religious observations on the land that they and their
ancestors have always cared for.

387. Patricia Campbell Auburn, CA
388. Eric Gentry Millbrae, CA Please let the Winnemem Wintu Tribe have their ceremony

in peace! - Eric
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389. Deborah Dentler Glendale, CA As an attorney and former director of the Metropolitan

Water District of So. CA, where I represented the City of
Los Angeles on the board of directors, I was closely
involved with projects and policies of the US Forest
Service and various tribal groups. I hope that a just and
speedy resolution of this conflict can be found through
consensus-building and dialog with stakeholders, so that
this special ceremonial use can be accommodated. As a
Unitarian Universalist, it is a tenet of my faith to promote
tolerance for religious expression, especially those ancient
expressions of faith which celebrate the beauty of the
natural world.

390. Nancy Dadigan Northbrook, IL For more impact, add a personal comment here
391. Ann Krabach Turlock, CA
392. Lindsey Saefong Redding, CA
393. Leslie Vallerga Belmont, CA
394. Holly LeMasurier x, OR
395. Sal Camarillo Rialto, CA
396. Harriet Stephens Auburn, CA More broken promises......
397. Gretchen Feher Sacramento, CA
398. Geri Kennedy Redwood CIty, CA
399. Tory Jenkins lincoln, CA We need to support the winnemem now.
400. Toni Potter chico, CA
401. Daniel Branstner Corning, CA c'mon USFS do the right thing here.
402. Shawna Gwinn Pratt, KS Please do the right thing and support the Winnemem.
403. Marie Smith Napa, CA Dear Senator Boxer,

Please support the Winnemem Wintu Tribe regarding the
matter of the Puberty ceremony and the closing of the
small portion of the McCloud River for such ceremony.
Peace and love,
Marie Smith

404. kimberly guther corning, CA
405. Robny Hricik Orland, CA
406. diane pfile oakland, CA Please respect the Winnemem Wintu Tribe puberty

ceremony on the McCloud River. This is there land.
407. Lori Jantzi Hendersonville, NC
408. Judy Helfand Kenwood, CA
409. Helen Million Modesto, CA We need to have religious freedom for every on but

particularly for our Native People from whom we have
stollen so much. Helen Million

410. Leah Bowe St. Paul, MN
411. Terra Hartwell Tempe, AZ
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412. Carla Charraga Weed, CA Please respect the Winnemem Wintu Tribe right to hold the

puberty ceremony on the McCloud River. It would be a
small inconvenience for the general public on behalf of a
great service to Tribal members.

413. David Red Arrow
Tscherny

Grants Pass, OR These customs have been intact long before your rules
and agendas, you have no say on tribal customs. LEAVE
INDIGENOUS PEOPLE ALONE!

414. Erik Davis Saint Paul, MN Senator Boxer, please use your influence to help the
Winnemem Wintu so that they may be allowed to hold their
Puberty Ceremony. The Forest Service's denial at this
point seems callous and silly. Certainly the land can be
offered to the Winnemem Wintu's exclusive use for the
short period of the ceremony. Given that the Department of
the Interior still holds formal authority over Native Nations,
there is even less justification for their denial.

415. Navina Khanna Oakland, CA
416. Pamela Hampton Gulfport, MS
417. Carol Warrior Seattle, WA
418. Harvest

McCampbell
Hoopa, CA As a long time resident of the Hoopa Valley Indian

Reservation, I was able to observe the importance of
traditional rights of passage and their positive affects on
young women. These ceremonies help strengthen
individuals and communities and engender value,
belonging, and continuity. Main stream culture and the
colonization process has stolen much from the Winnemem
Wintu. This land was not always ours--it was theirs to
steward and protect. The least "we the people" can do, is
to step a side for a few days and let them do what they
have always done. It was none of our business for
thousands of years. Why on earth it is up to non-Indian
agencies to decide and judge is beyond me. Do the right
thing, honor the First People.

419. Teresa Montes Eugene, OR
420. Kenwani-cahee

Kravitz
redding, CA

421. Carla Alvarado Santa Barbara, CA
422. Michelle

Steinberg
Oakland, CA

423. jessica sangervasi Redding, CA
424. Sara Meghrouni San Francisco, CA
425. aManda Greene Fairfax, CA Please allow the liberty of the land to be honored and

worshiped by its' original people. This will not only protect
the Winnemen Wintu Tribe but all peoples on all nations.
We have seem time and time again the effects of
"development," our children deserve better. As visitors
(continues on next page)
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425. aManda Greene Fairfax, CA (continued from previous page)

(invaders) on this land it is time for us to stop, listen and
learn from traditional ways. Let the Wintu Pray and worship
without disrespect and ignorance. 
Thank you.....aManda

426. Cherokee Ash Butte, MT
427. Tina Darling Ben Lomond, CA
428. Kathryn Bownass San Carlos, CA Please help the Winnemem Wintu tribe get permission

from the US Forest Service to have the McCloud River
reserved for their use only during their puberty ceremony.

429. victoria chavez Ben Lomond, CA
430. Alexis Meghrouni Irvine, CA Dear Senator Boxer:

Many of us have little or no understanding of our own
cultures, much less those of others. Help us create a world
of tolerance that honors this aspect of our human-ness.

431. Richard Becker SAN FRANCISCO,
CA

We in the ANSWER-Act Now to Stop War and End
Racism-Coalition strongly support the right of Winnemem
Wintu to be able to hold their upcoming ceremony without
interference. Having lost their land to the Shasta Lake
development project, it is a very small thing for the
Winnemem Wintu to be granted exclusive use of a small
section of the McCloud River for four days. Denying their
request will likely lead to a repeat of the kind of racist and
disrespectful behavior against them that took place in
2006.

432. Freda Moffett Odessa, TX Senator Boxer,
I urge you to assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribe so they
may continue their Puberty Ceremony without interruption
or interference..The Government has taken so much from
ALL Indian Tribes for years and years, it is time to give
back.. Thank You

433. Daniel Braunstein Davis, CA Please help these native Americans honor their ancestors
and their culture by honoring a modest request. We have
taken most of their lands. The least we can do is to let
them use a small portion for a few days.

434. Marina Drummer Vallejo, CA
435. Jennifer Bennett Oakland, CA
436. Zelig Golden Oakland, CA Rite of Passsage Experiences are essential for healthy

culture. As a leader in the Jewish community working to
reclaim our youth rites of passage; I implore you to make
the space necessary for these people to continue in their
ways, unbroken. (see my org: www.wildernesstorah.org).
Thank you
zelig
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437. Miranda Peltier Missoula, MT Of course these people should be provided with exclusive

rights to perform their traditional ceromonies. I cannot
believe it takes so much bureacracy to muddle through in
order for the indigenous people of this land to do what they
have been doing since the beginning.

438. Miranda Peltier Missoula, MT Of course these people should be provided with exclusive
rights to perform their traditional ceromonies. I cannot
believe it takes so much bureacracy to muddle through in
order for the indigenous people of this land to do what they
have been doing since the beginning.

439. Andrea
Meghrouni-Brown

Berkeley, CA The general public's temporary restriction of use is a mere
incovenince compared to allowing the ceremony and its
participants dignity, privacy and respect and the
perpetuation of the traditional culture of the winnemem
wintu.

440. Alicya Lima Silvolde, Netherlands Senator,
the responsibility for your citizen must put into action.I do
request that their rights is your duty.
I do believe we can learn a lot from people who have
respect for their ceremony's and the peace when they
attent to bound with the lands.I even went to gatherings
held here in Europe when Natives learn us to be respectfull
and it has given me so much,peace to raise my children,(in
a hasty hard world) to bound of their birthground,we live
close to the river the IJssel and I know how much it effects
on the minds,the birds when boats set inn.
It is even worse when they throw plastic,glass ect ect. into
the river,I clean it up once in a while,but it makes me sad
how much people have to learn about the enviroment they
live in.
I am asking you to respect the Winnemem Wintu Tribe and
talk with them to solve this problem.
Thank you.

441. Victoria McMaster Anderson, CA Don't take the "Winnemen Tribe Puberty Ceremony" away
from them. This is a very important step for the Winnemem
young people. It has always been held there on the
McCloud River and should be allowed to continue. Please
preserve our rights as Native American Indians and let us
keep holding our ceremonies where we always have.

442. andrea owen novato, CA
443. Cas Willemsen Doetinchem,

Netherlands
What is wrong with a little respect for people who have
ceremony's?
We ask for respect in churches and that is even not
concidered to be a problem,when people want to pray in
peace there,give the Tribe peace and respect when they
pray by the McCloud River,water is sacred these days,let
them bless it.
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444. Ester Jansen Olburgen,

Netherlands
People should get some respect when they are in
ceremony's to teach their children,I would like to ask you to
give them some peace,because raising children in very
important these days when enviroment is their future.
If we can not teach our children respect,we create a world
that is growing colder with more hate and lack of respect
towards others.
I always enjoy the beauty of Nature,when I see birds it is
the meditation of Nature.
Senator Barbara Boxer,talk to the Tribe and concider their
rights for their religion.
Thank you!

445. Lesley Grimes Reno, NV It is totally obscene for this tribe to be forced to perform
such a private and sacred ceremony in a public
atmosphere. It is in no one elses place to judge what this
tribe does or to witness what was never theirs to see.
Please have the decency to stand up for the Winnemem
Wintu Tribe and help grant them the privacy they deserve.

446. armine meghrouni newport beach, CA
447. Rachel Vernon oakland, CA
448. Wade McMaster Redding, CA Our Winnemem Wintu Brothers & Sisters have been

holding this ceremony for some time now & even members
from our tribe (Wintu Tribe of Northern California)
participate in the ceremony as well. I do not understand
why this has become an issue. In the grand scheme of
history, American Indians have asked for very little in
comparison to what they have endured. This request
should be granted with no hesitation not only to promote
our Wintu Culture, but to promote positive and healing
relations between the Wintu People and the U.S. Federal
Government.

449. Vahe Meghrouni Newport beach, CA
450. Derek Markham Silver City, NM
451. Jerri Chastain Anaconda, MT Why is it whenever Native Peoples hold sacred

ceremonies there is alway red tape? Why are we
constantly having to ask for "permission" to honor cultural
traditions? This shouldn't even be an issue, but here we
are...It will never end until our songs have been forgotten
and we have been driven back into the earth.

452. Jill Ohana Felton, CA We have an obligation to protect the rights of native
peoples to practice what little remains of their culture.
Please assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribe to gain access to
sacred grounds.

453. Ilana Stout Hilo, HI
454. Victoria Alara -

Alcoset
Oakland, CA Thank you for your work.

455. Sanne Bos Silvolde, Netherlands
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456. James Anderson Lewisburg, PA
457. laura cedillo san francisco, CA I petition that the Winnemem Wintu have the right to

practice their right of religious freedom and have their
Puberty Ceremony without the noise polution of boats and
tourist as well as residents in the area. It is not done all
year. Please support the Winnemen Wintu in their
ceremony.

458. Laura Radcliff Ft Collins, CO I would like to request at a minimum tribal access, with the
ultimate goal of the permanant return of native ceremonial
sites to the native nations within our nation. Laura Radcliff

459. Kai T Rogue San Francsico, CA please respect the native people of this land and allow the
ceremony to happen with out interuption by closing the
McCloud river during the ceremony giving them plenty of
time to do this. thanks

460. joan rodriguez San Mateo, CA LET THEM HAVE THEIR CEREMONY IN PEACE
461. Kirsten Thomas Berkeley, CA
462. Mack Johnson Reno, NV I would never tell anyone they cannot pray. This is just

ridiculous.
463. Philippa Powers Surrey, Canada
464. Jose Cuellar San Francisco, CA
465. Samantha Garcia San Francisco, CA Please help support the continuity of Winnemem Wintu

Tribe traditions. Ceremonies are one of the best ways to
ensure that future generations feel connection to their
homeland and heritage. I wold completely support
restricting use of public lands to allow for such things to
continue.

466. Bettina Escauriza Chicago, IL Please respect the rights and sovereignty of indigenous
peoples in all situations and especially when it comes to
ceremony, protection of sacred sites and land rights. You
wouldn't like it if people were riding jet skis and drinking
beer at your church or personal ceremony so it is not too
difficult to imagine why you should support the Winnemem
Wintu in their struggle.

467. Claudia Leiva Los Angeles, CA
468. Dora Chavarria Alameda, CA
469. Patti Nieves Santa Clara, CA
470. Melodie K.

George-Moore
Hoopa, CA Privacy is necessary for certain aspects of this ceremony

to be accomplished. These ceremonies are a metaphor for
how we should be treating the environment as we are
hoping to continue the respectful ties we have enjoyed for
millenia. The place and those trying to continue that
intimate relationship with that place are important. Don't
interrupt that.
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471. Sage Romero Big Pine, CA The importance of keeping our age old traditions is beyond

measure. To lose these will be to lose ourselves. Let us
keep what we have left alive and strong! Mano!

472. Kate Parkinson Salisbury, MD Please let the Winnemem Wintu Tribe celebrate and
maintain their cultural heritage in this manner. If we cannot
teach our children their past and prepare them for their
future so that they may move forward with confidence and
pride, where does that leave us all?

473. Tina Grace Marsh Christchurch, New
Zealand

474. Susan Amador pinole, CA
475. Michelle Burk SF, CA
476. Mary Martinez Vancouver, WA
477. Peter Weinstein San Anselmo, CA Please assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribe in navigating the

Federal bureaucracy so that they can hold their Puberty
ceremony without interruption or interference!!!

478. Cease Wyss Xway Xway, Canada Ceremonies are intrinsic to Indigenous Peoples..... Puberty
Rites have become more and more necessary for our
youth, as they are integrating with societies and cultures
that are so different from their own. These ceremonies in
particular will allow the youth to grow up with more
confidence in themselves, and with stronger ties to their
communities, and their histories and their futures, as well
as giving them the strength to walk in the present times.
Nobody stops Bar/Bat - Mitzvhas from happening, these
are also puberty rites ceremonies, and "Coming-Out"
ceremonies as well.... which many affluent white people
use as their "American Puberty Rites" ceremonies.... space
is always given to any culture but indigenous cultures....
we may be practicing ancient traditions, but they still apply
to our peoples in modern times! There is absolutely NO
reason to prevent us from practicing these traditions! Sign
this petition and support this cause!

479. Bev Brewis Victoria, Canada
480. Wendy Heath Waimate, New

Zealand
This ceremony is an important watershed in these young
peoples lives and surely they have the right to express
themselves in a culturally appropriate way without
disruption. In our Country it is illegal to disrupt a religious
service. The Forest Service should be assisting not
hampering.

481. Dee Allen San Francisco, CA
482. Lori Ann Miller Corning, CA
483. Mishwa Lee San Francisco, CA Allow the Winnemem Wintu exclusive use in perpetuity of

these sacred grounds for their female puberty ceremony
The Wintu have allowed the general public to use the rest
(continues on next page)
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483. Mishwa Lee San Francisco, CA (continued from previous page)

of their thousands of acres for boating and recreational
activities. Return this land to the Winnemem Wintu

484. Bill Jones Gilroy, CA Senator Boxer, please help these tribal people preserve
their ceremonial life in this way. California Indian nations
need their sacred lands in order to remain culturally
cohesive.

485. Mike Hudson Berkeley, CA It's ridiculous that we even have to sign a petition for
something that's such a no-brainer. Dear Mrs. Boxer
please get this done for the Winnemem Wintu so we all
can get on with our lives. It's a ceremony, it's like church.
The Indians don't ride their horses through our churches
on Sunday and in return we shouldn't drive our boats
through theirs. If that doesn't make sense to America, I
don't know what ever will.

486. Genevieve
Tenoso

Duluth, MN As a tribally enrolled Ojibwe/Lakota Indigenous woman, I
am supporting the request of Native peoples to have
undisturbed access to ceremony.

487. wolf d Aichberger Vienna, Austria
488. Jerry Neuburger Lodi, CA This issue should not even be a matter of debate. If we can

close a street for a Farmer's Market, how much more
important that we honor the religious and spiritual beliefs of
a people native to our forests and rivers.
Instruct the Forest Service to close the area of the
ceremony!

489. Anna Joyce Sebastopol, CA
490. Aurelia Kinslow oakland, CA The Winnemem Wintu deserve peace and privacy as

anyone does during a sacred ceremony. Please ensure
that the Winnemem Wintu are paid the utmost respect
within this space.
Thank you

491. Bob Mellinger Cloverdale, CA Dear Senator Boxer,
Please provide any assistance you can to help the
Winnemem Wintu Tribe with this issue. Thier request is
reasonable and just.
Thanks,
Bob Mellinger

492. Darlene
Keko'olani-Simmons
Davis

Garden City, MI

493. Marcie Avalon Berkeley, CA Please support this important ceremony and advocate for
the Winnemem Wintu tribe to have exclusive residency at
the campground they are requesting. Thank you

494. JESSE SISK SACRAMENTO, CA
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495. Michael Oneroad Portland, OR Thank you Mark for sending this petition. I appreciate

everything that AIM West is doing but this is very
important. These ceremonies need to go on just as they
have been done sinse the beginning of time and they need
to be done with the same spirit which means undesturbed.
If I can get the time and place perhaps I can get a day or
two that I can help do security before I have to go back to
S.Dakota for Sundance. If I can do it ,I will. Aho My
Relatives, Toksha Michael L. Oneroad 503 960 1999.

496. Cyn Rivera Corte Madera, CA As a Holy Woman of the Kumeyaay Nation I implore you to
help our culture to continue to exist. Thank You.

497. Jason Rainey Nevada City, CA Support Winnemem Wintu ceremonial rights...and their
rights to salmon and other traditional cultural properties!

498. Teresa Romero Alameda, CA
499. Sara Hayes Long Beach, CA
500. Lynn Celeste

Conner
Pleasant Hill,, CA We need to support Native people in their observance of

their religions! Just as we would like ours respected!
501. Maria Oniga Medias, Romania
502. Corina Hall Redding, CA
503. Richard Park Tiburon, CA It's a large lake. It's the least we can do for our sisters to

ensure the sacredness of the ceremony.
504. BOIRAUD

Timothée
Annemasse, France Let the people use THEIR land as they wish!

505. Agnes Hall Langwarrin Victoria,
Australia

I think they should be able to do their Tribal things as
requested and if the Forest Service is declining this it's
about time they start to think who the first people of
America really are!!! Were it the N/A or the White Man? I
think it's disgusting that they can't give up one day to the
Winemem Wintu Tribe. After all they are the original people
of the country.

506. Vira Demus Veenendaal,
Netherlands

507. James Brobeck Chico, CA The Winnemem People are traditional tribal people that
work and pray hard to preserve the health of the planet
that we all live on. Their resilience in the face of over a
century of land confiscation, racism, dam building and
casino proliferation is testament the their place in our
world. For the good of the Winnemem and all humans,
please respect the tribe's request to allow a temporary
restriction to the stretch of river needed to complete the
ceremony they need to bring the next generation into
maturity. We need the Winnemem!

508. Linda Sheehan Fremont, CA
509. Jenny Swiecicki Oakland, CA
510. Diana Dale Corinth, TX
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511. Susan Alexander San Francisco, CA
512. Daraxa Mattice Mountain View, CA
513. Wendy Parfrey Oakland, CA
514. Dorothy Casey Berkeley, CA With all we have done to our Native people, 4 days of a

river closure does not seem like a lot to me. If they were
African Americans I bet Obama would step in and close it.
Please do something correctly for once. Give the land to
the indians for their use. Thank you.

515. Jackson Sierra Santa Barbara, CA
516. Donna Stapp Shasta Lake, CA
517. C. Cordero Capinteria, CA Even if it is a small number of people being disrespectful,

native youth involved in tribal rites at this turning point in
their lives do not need to be exposed to this kind of crude
behavior. Stop this abuse of children and close that portion
of the park so tribal rituals can be held in peace.

518. Rebecca Norton Carpinteria, CA
519. domingo p garcia reno, NV
520. F. M.

Swithenbank
Rocklin, CA Don't you think the Government has taken enough from

Our Native Americans? I DO!!!!!
521. Rod lindsay shasta lake city, CA For more impact, add a personal comment here
522. Rod Lindsay Central Valley, CA
523. Vennise

Miller-Forte
Atascadero, CA All Native people should have the right to be able to have

ceremony on their sacred land without interuption and the
disrespect of ignorant people and outside influences. Just
like our ancestors.

524. Anne ProudFire Rochester, NY
525. Vi Hirsch Sao Paulo, Brazil
526. Adriana Horigan Pacifica, CA We've taken so much from the indigenous people! Let

them have their ceremony without interference.
527. C Kathleen Lord Carpinteria, CA
528. Robert Wilson Redding, CA ROBERT WILSON
529. Jill Cornwell Berkeley, CA
530. penny esman kalamazoo, MI come on let these people do what they need to do,who are

we to tell them they cant,it was their land in the first
place,get a life and let the natives of this land live theirs as
they see fit,i think the government of this country has more
on there plates to deal with, that are more important than
trying to stop these beautiful people,from doing something
that is important to them,in other words leave them alone.

531. Amrita M. Salm Carpinteria, CA Please allow our Native peoples to perform their
ceremonies without disturbances from others; noise &
negative language, comments or attitudes. It is and was
their land.
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532. Toni Stuart Carpinteria, CA The Wintu tribe deserves some privacy for their

ceremonies. Please close the campground and the river to
the public for these few days.
They have a right to it, and it's only for a short time. 
I am ashamed of Americans who behave badly in the
beautiful wilderness.

533. Keely Meagan Santa Fe, NM I urge you to support these people in continuing their
traditional ceremonies so vital to the survival of their tribe,
and ultimately vital to our survival as people on this fragile
earth. We need MORE rights of passage for our young
people!

534. Robert E. Craig Napa, CA So much has been taken from the Native People. We
cannot allow their dignity and tradition to me compromised
by subjecting an ancient and vital ceremony to demeaning
scrutiny. Please do not let this happen again.

535. Shelly Davis-King Standard, CA
537. melinda jeanne albuquerque, NM
538. David Romero Hayward, CA
539. VALERIE

BROWN
Hayward, CA Our ceremonies are very important to our Native peoples.

They are our connection to Creator, our way of strengthing
our peoples identies as Native peoples. Ceremonies are
our most important way of building our spiritual, physical,
emotional and mental balance, so that we can continue to
be well. Our ceremonies are not a public event and privacy
is needed and appreciated.

540. christa lowe eugene, OR
541. China Haze London, United

Kingdom
542. Linda Martin Redding, CA
543. Richard Pollock Los Osos, CA To Indigenous People, Earth Herself, is "Church." As a

youth, I recall attending "Christian Camps," leased from the
forest service. No one objected. I don't think many people
fully realize how important Cultural preservation really is.

544. Michael Fairbanks Santa Barbara, CA Senator Boxer, I'm the Director of the Santa Barbara
chapter of the American Indian Movement, I'm asking your
help with getting more protection for the winnemem Wintu
during the Puberty Ceremony slated to take place the 3rd
weekend of july 2010. The Native American Free exercise
of religion act of 1993 assures the native american
community the ability to exercise our religion without
interruption or being accosted during ceremony.

545. joyce umamoto San Francisco, CA For many of us culture/traditions are not merely hobbies or
luxurious pastimes, but the only means of maintaining
dignity and respect--our only means of survival. In
solidarity, j

546. Joanna Uribe Berkeley, CA
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547. James Goss San Rafael, CA Please assist the Wintu and protect all Native Sacred Sites

and Sites where Sacred Ceremonies are performed.
548. Ben Ridge Goss Oakland, CA There is plenty of lake surface for pleasure seekers to

enjoy on Shata Lake, other than that very small portion
needed for this ceremony. It is time for the United states to
help this tribe in their cultural search, as the US has helped
many NON_NATIVE cultures in diverse ceremonies.

549. Kurt McLean Imperial beach, CA Native Americans hav endured 500 years of
Anglo-American land grabs, time to give back just a little....

550. Mary Adele
Kenney

Castella, CA Dear Senator Boxer,
Please intervene for the Winnemem Wintu Tribe. They
have already lost one of their most sacred sites when
Shasta Dam was built. Decas Rock is now covered by the
waters of Shasta Dam. Please don't let them lose their
Puberty Ceremony, too.
As a member of another California Tribe, the Karuk Tribe
of California, I know how important ancient traditions and
ceremonies are. Many of us lost our languages when our
relatives were taken away and sent to government
schools. My father was sent to Chemawa, in Oregon,
where he nearly died.
Again, please assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribe in
allowing the tribe exclusive access to the campground and
the sgtretcy of river necessary for their ceremony.
Sincerely,
Mary Adele Kenney
karukgirl@gmail.com

551. Jamie George Sprague River, OR
552. David E SAN Francisco, CA Protect and preserve this ceremony. Living respectfully is

essential to all past, present and future cultures and to
continue a sense of humanity.

553. ann ruethling La Jolla, CA It is ceremonies like this, that honor life's transitions, that
bring meaning to our existence. Thank God that there are
even just a few who still see the significance in such
rituals. Please....support these life-enhancing traditions.

554. sharilane s oakland, CA we are only about 500 years overdue in honoring the
Original People of the land we live on. I wish the bored,
obnoxious Wasichus on that river would stay home and
watch bad tv instead of contaminating that area. Would
they drink and flash titties inside a Catholic cathedral, or
Jewish temple? cause it is the same thing with that river
during Ceremonies. I'm grateful to the sheriffs dept there
for ensuring safety for those Wimmemem Wintu that time
and I hope the law is changed so it is easier to honor Our
Church ceremonies each time at that place. aho

555. Jennifer Hussey Fairfield, CA
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556. Hilario Mata Martinez, CA Our sovereign rights should be respected just as we are

expected to obey the law!
557. April Carmelo Shasta lake city, CA
558. Andrew Malmgren Massapequa Park,

NY
559. Jana Niernberger

Muhar
Santa Rosa, CA I met some lovely people from the Winnemem Wintu tribe

at a Bioneers conference about 8 years ago; I discussed
the idea of a Native Plant Nursery with them, and had
hoped to get up there to try to set it up. They were facing
the inumdation of some other sacred site then; now it
continues.
If only Americans had the same ancestral spiritual
connection to the Earth! Then they would understand the
siginificance of these sites and rituals to the people who
have maintained them for millennia........lived here for
thousands and thousands of years without destroying the
land and resources..........We have so much to learn from
these stewards of the Earth.........if we can give them the
freedom to practice their religion, which is the supposed
basis of this country!!!
Jana mariposa

560. Grace Shimizu El Cerrito, CA
561. Eleanor Wohlfeiler Oakland, CA
562. Lisa mtn.peak nice, CA altho this and many other issues like this arise in all our

tribes on turtle island we stay strong with what is rightous
in our hearts and minds i will pray for this tribes spirit and
strength to stay strong in what we believe in, cause it is
important to keep our ways strong for the generations to
come.migwetch-lisa.

563. Carrie Reynolds Carpinteria, CA
564. Lauren Unruh Pleasant Hill, CA Blessed be.
565. Tor Arne Bjorn Drammen, Norway When I grew up (in Norway), I believed that America was a

beacon of democracy and freedom in the world. When I
got older I realized that it was just an illusion. Now, it is not
even a place I would like to visit. Yet I still believe that the
hearts of the American people are noble and just. So there
is hope, and there is still time to do the right thing. My best
wishes go out to you. From the other side of our shared
world.

566. TayVon Hageman Englewood, CO I ask you to work with these people to allow them this right.
They don't drink and carouse in the catholic church
building. Why are the Indians not allowed the same respect
in their church?

567. Wendy Krupnick Santa Rosa, CA
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568. Suzie McLean Oakland, CA Please respect the Winneman Tribe's right to have their

coming of age ceremony on this sacred land. Please do
not allow disrespectful people to disturb them during this
very special time. It is such a small thing they are asking,
but those four days are very important to them. Everyone
else has the use of the lake 361 days a year!

569. Todd Steiner Forest Knolls, CA
570. Teresa Kurtzhall Elk, WA
571. Stacey

Weinberger
Canyon, CA

572. susan anderson carpinteria, CA Here's to respect and decency - may this beautiful land
and its people have peace and privacy - may the vital
rituals proceed in harmony and undisturbed!

573. Tiffany Adams Roseville, CA
574. Lolli Levine Albany, CA
575. lila peters agassiz, Canada
576. Barbara J.

George 9:34 am
PDT, Jul 3

Klamath Falls,, OR My Cherokee great, great, great grandfather, John Ridge
and his father Cherokee Chief Major Ridge gave their lives
in the hopes of sparing the Cherokee people from what
they knew would be extermination at the time before the
Trail of Tears.
And still the Indian peoples are not treated right-WHY?
Aliens are ALLOWED to come into this country by OUR
government, almost insisting that we speak their language
(which is an insult to me!). My grandfather used to speak
Cherokee my mother told me but was forbidden to by our
government. I grew up learning white man's ways and am
just now trying to learn some of our customs at this late
age but the aliens bring their customs in, almost
demanding that we learn them-they are foreign to
me-again an insult to me-I want to learn my peoples'
customs. My grandfather came home in the 1950's and
asked did we want to go to a stomp dance (in Oklahoma)
but he said it in almost a whisper. Not till later did I
understand why-the United States government forbade the
Indians to hold stomp dances or pow wows back then but
today they ALLOW aliens to bring their customs in and
almost demand that we observe them. Ands then there is
their holidays-why should I observe Mexican
Independence-its not my holiday!
WHY are the American Indians considered last for
anything-as far as I see it there is still a lot of discrimination
toward the American Indian-isn't it about time to treat them
right-give them the rights that they deserve-after all they
were here first!
I vote to Protect Winnemem Wintu Tribe Puberty
Ceremony
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577. Lilia CAJILOG South Pasadena,, CA Senator Boxer:

It is unbelievable that in 2010, one of the original native
peoples of this so called democratic republic....has to beg
a public official to BE GIVEN THE PRIVILEGE OF
EXERCISING THEIR CULTURAL RIGHTS IN PEACE. 
Why can't the WINNEMEM WINTU be given this exclusive
time in a public park? 
WHO are the racists in California that is preventing this
ceremony from taking place IN PEACE?

578. Harley Neal Upland, CA
579. Katrina Branson Hayfork, CA I pray that the Winnemem will receive their privacy and the

respect that they are intitled to for their ceremony. The
video shows that curtural and spiritual genocide is still
prevalent in this country! When will the Federal and State
government(s) show honor to all Natives, and quit turning
their backs on the attrocities of society towards us?

580. Jerilyn Watkins Yorktown, VA
581. lalonnie odebrecht fond du lac, WI
582. joan barnes ontario, Canada
583. Amy Sletteland Novato, CA
584. Robert Curry Paso Robles, CA Allow the Winnenin Wintu people the right to use lad that

should be theirs so that they can continue the traditions of
the great Wintu Nation.

585. Lorayne Martinez Kenwood, CA Please hear and honor traditional Native ways. Our planet
depends on it. Lorayne

586. Gala Dawn
Goss-Kremer

Paducah, KY

587. Carolyn Dunn San Peedro, CA
588. Izzy Wildheart Mitcham, United

Kingdom
589. Elena Martinescu Brasov, Romania
590. elizabeth

clark-dumas
new bedford, MA

591. Emanuel Keim San Francisco, CA
592. Anthony Barreiro San Francisco, CA Senator Boxer, please defend the right of indigenous

peoples to perform their traditional religious rituals without
interference. Thank you.

593. Luke Taylor Stanford, CA Please elp
protect native Californian!

594. Sharon Newman Richmond, CA
595. Jennifer Tiskus Polson, MT Dear Senator, 

Please give the Winnemem Wintu Tribe Puberty Ceremony
the respect it- and its people- deserve. Our country was
(continues on next page)
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595. Jennifer Tiskus Polson, MT (continued from previous page)

founded on religious freedom. Please show your full
support.

596. Angela Goodwin Eugene, OR
597. Benjamin Wheeler Tuba City, AZ Please help the Wintu practice their religion and their

culture like we all want to.
598. sonja de Vogel Rotterdam,

Netherlands
respect for each other, freedom to believe to honour the
Creator

599. Glen Yonemura Galt, CA Keep our culture, and traditions alive.
600. Renee La Pan Loa angeles, CA
601. Kastara Staubitz Daly City, CA
602. Jeff Warrin San Francisco, CA
603. Kate Peters sunnyvale, CA Please, let us respect the cultural heritage of the people

who originally and still do inhabit this land.
604. Carol Ray Fontana, CA
605. Gary Seiser San Diego, CA Dear Senator Boxer:

The Winnemem Wintu are a tribe that follows the old ways.
They don't have or want a casino. They simply want to be
able to carry on their traditions, such as their Puberty
Ceremony, and the federal recognition needed to do that.
They are truly deserving of your support. Please help
them.

606. Alexzandra Scully Stanford, CA
607. Annemarie Golz Merced, CA
608. Cheri Collins Ellington, CT
609. Adrien Malicay Middletown, CA
610. Tara Smithee Portland, OR
611. Danielle Pieratos Stanford, CA
612. Cris J. Markey Las Vegas, NV Dear U.S. Senator Boxer,

Please assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribe so they can hold
their Puberty ceremony without interruption or interference.
This includes allowing the Tribe exclusive access of the
campground and stretch of the McCloud River that is on
Forest Service land, which is necessary for their ceremony.
Thank you!

613. Michelle
Meghrouni

Altadena, CA

614. Katia Keston Arcata, CA You have a right to the ceremony, live and let live.
615. Mona Halaby Berkeley, CA
616. Remie Calalang Eugene, OR Senator Boxer- I strongly support the rights of the

Winnemem to carry on their traditions. You, as a senator,
have the power to speak and act on behalf of the
(continues on next page)
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616. Remie Calalang Eugene, OR (continued from previous page)

disenfranchised like the Winnemem. Please do the right
thing.

617. Sheilia Canada Wheat Ridge, CO
618. Kari Itamoto San Francisco, CA
619. Lawrence Barton Oakland, CA Do not break the chain of tradition! Honor indigenous

rights, space, and ceremony.
Thank you for doing what is right.

620. Ken Neubeck Eugene, OR
621. dominica

sperbeck
Windsor, CA There isn't any harm in it. Just share.

622. Natalie Monaghan Northfield, MN
623. Angela Moore Puyallup, WA just give back what has been taken. the ceromony is

anhonored rite. thank you.
624. Dave Sochia Ithaca, NY
625. Yunyi Lin Chengdu, China
626. Neil Thompson Yarmouth, ME If they can close an area over fire danger, they can close

an area for this. It's a damn shame that we even have to
debate the issue, the tribe has every right to perform its
ceremony in peace and that right should not be
questioned.

627. Lailan Huen Oakland, CA
628. Carolyn Kraus Berkeley, CA
629. Sampson Wolfe Boulder Creek, CA It's all about respecting the rights of Native Americans. The

youth need to be honored during their change into
adulthood. This is a good thing the tribe is doing. Let them
have their ceremony in peace and private. Sampson

630. Rachel Morris Ventura, CA To me, temporary interruption of recreational outs is
acceptable, to preserve a sacred ceremony for a
disenfranchised group of young people. We all have
powerful events in our lives that are turning points. Please
let the Winnemem Wintu offer this to their youth. It is a
reasonable request, and worth a little inconvenience if
that's what it takes.

631. Rob Fife Durham, NC
632. Adriana Aldana Goleta, CA
633. Dave Ortiz San Antonio, TX
634. andy austin taftville, CT
635. lyn duffton yarra junction,

Australia
636. terri Boyd Walker, LA
637. Corrine Elenbaas Evansville, IN
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638. Lindsey Ricard Woodbridge, VA Freedom of Religion act dictates allowing access to this

site for religious purposes. This land was used for these
ceremonies long before the first European settler ever set
foot on these shores, and will continue to be sacred ground
used for these ceremonies long, long after. We will not
stand for hypocrisy any longer.

639. Anne
Hogue-Boucher

Kennesaw, GA By extending this permission to our Wintu brothers and
sisters, you can be assured that the land will be treated
with great respect. There is no logical reason for denying
their rights to rites.

640. karen parenteau Prince Albert, Canada I truly believe in our culture, traditions and all our spiritual
ceremony..to maintain & preserve and practice the
teachings of our ancestors, so that... this way of life can
continue on for the many generations to follow.. sending
prayers & good health & life to all that walk this way of life
and to all those that have closed minds..

641. Michele Eve Cambridge, United
Kingdom

Your faith and rites pre-date their laws and by-laws.
Respect for and the freedom to follow that faith is
enshrined in the Bill of Rights.

642. Lorin
Morgan-Richards

Los angeles, CA

643. Annie Assefa Claremont, CA We just spent a holiday celebrating freedom for America,
extend those freedoms to the First Americans.

644. Nancy Pontius Tucson, AZ Please allow the Winnemem Wintu Tribe having this
ceremony to have some peace, free from invasive
intruders. It is a sacred time and important.

645. Shawn
Schollenbruch

Ft Collins, CO For more impact, add a personal comment here

646. robert cochran clay city, IL
647. jana morales armona, CA
648. Douglas steindorff Sahuarita, AZ If it were Jews you would fold instantly. So why not pretend

my beloved Winnemem Wintu is the lost tribe of Israel and
LET THEM BRING THEIR BRAVES TO MANHOOD!

649. Mayumi Jones Toronto, Canada
650. Jerry Pope Warrenton, VA
651. Allicia Brand Los Angeles, CA I Alicia Brand being a citizen by birth of the State of

California, USA, respectfully ask all individuals and parties
involved in the issue/ matter of the Winneman Wintu Tribe
puberty ceremony, to please grant the tibe the God given
right to Practice thier ceremony at this Sacred location. As
a citizen of this country I urge you respectfully to please
support the tribe's ceremony. Most tribal ceremonies have
been practiced before the land was declared government
land and they are necessary to preserve cultural tradition
alive. This is also a matter of respect to the dignity of a
people and their religion. Thankyou for your support.
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652. Jolene Jonay Belen, NM Ceremony is a necessary and vital part to life for all Native

peoples. I humbly request that ceremonies of this nature
will be honored and protected and ask your help in doing
so. Many Blessings Upon You. Jolene

653. Elena Scully Minooka, IL I ask with respect that my Wintu brothers and sisters are
allowed to perform the rite of passages with dignity and
peace and quiet. Catholics are allowed their rites of
passage with 1st communion, confirmation and all that
stuff, please allow my people this right. Thank you :)

654. Stephen Harper Ottawa, Canada In Canada, we have a long history of abusing our
aboriginal people. We are trying to make a change,
everyone should do the same.

655. Albert Leon Signal Hill, CA
656. J Fowler barrington, NH
657. David Taylor Miami, FL
658. Matthew Fry Cincinnati, OH
659. Holly Sound Kinuso, Canada
660. James Cleveland Coppell, TX
661. Volken de Vlas Groningen,

Netherlands
662. Allison Mullins Kingsport, TN
663. Elizabeth Kent Gilbert, AZ
664. White Bear Seattle, WA
665. Nita Pomeroy Fresno, CA
666. gail pilas Sacramento, CA
667. JJ Parra Miami, FL Our tribes needs our support with their ancestral ritas and

traditions.
Thanks.
JJ Parra
9176527871

668. Ross Plesset Los Angeles, CA
669. MARIE

CULLITON
SAINT
PETERSBURG, FL

670. Walter Smith Winchester, KY In 1800, there were over 300,000 Native Americans living
in California alone. By 1900, only about 20,000 remained.
Is there no shame to your dark deeds?

671. Jason Fiske Loudon, NH
672. Peggy Freitas Hanford, CA Our country gives holidays to people from their

homeland....we actually have adopted them as for example
May 5....my ancestry does not expect our religious
holidays to be put on a state or federal level but these
people were here..they did not come from another country
(continues on next page)
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672. Peggy Freitas Hanford, CA (continued from previous page)

or state...when will we quit with our bigotry of the Native
Americans..understand how important these rites of
passage are...do not wipe out such a rite to a people who
still cling to those ways faithfully...they need your help and
you need to give it to them please

673. Cree ganMoryn Ocala, FL What ever happened to honesty and decency?
674. Georgia

Stebbings
Colchester, United
Kingdom

Stop wasting huge quantities of US citizens money on
racist dictatorship. It does not make any difference
whatsoever to the dominant Anglo-American culture. It is
the dominant archaic attitude of the Roman Empire that
seriously needs to be dropped!

675. Christine Hewitt Burnley, United
Kingdom

These people should be allowed to conduct their
ceremonies in private for a few days away from prying
eyes and idiotic folk. After all, you wouldn't let people like
this disrupt a church service would you?

676. Russ Letica las vegas, NV It is disgraceful to the spiritiual culture to allow non-natives
to be yelling racial slurs,showing nudity, and consuming
alcohol while natives are performing ceremonies. 
If you watch the Video, you will see the total disresepct
from a white society. 
Would a white society allow this to happen in their church
or outside of it? This is yet another disrepect of dignity to a
culture. Why must Natives be dehumanized?

677. sousa rina st pierre des Corps,
France

678. adam bailie Vermont, Canada its in the name of respect
679. Jane Hoddinott

Sherborne
Bristol, United
Kingdom

680. Chantal
VIELLARD

CRETEIL, France

681. marvin richardson Hampton, VA
682. Anna McKey Louisiana, MO This nation has been here since time began. What a

greedy and hateful thing for you to attempt to do.It must be
greed on a kickback or else your actions make you lower
then the losest sub-species on this earth.

683. Chrissy
Young-Verstraete

Oudenbosch,
Netherlands

684. Patrick Carroll Lawton, OK These ceremonies are crucial to the continuation of tribes,
keeping our people strong, losing these types of
ceremonies and other ones, would be the utter extinction
of the first people.

685. Richard Marquez Granada Hills, CA Protect the rights of the people...
686. Carolyn

Chambliss
Rochester, MN
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687. Loren Toddy Albuquerque, NM Indigenous Rights always supersede the State and the

Federal government should honor their agreements.
688. Theresa Tso Murray, UT Our Culture and Beliefs make us who we are, please do

not take our identity from us. This includes our children and
their childrens children and so on...

689. pamela cantrell Orrick, MO I AM WILLING TO DO ALL I CAN TO SUPPORT THIS
CAUSE IN ALL WAYS POSSIBLE.

690. Betty Tuininga Binghamton, NY
691. Bobby Young Oakland, CA
692. Eliseo Alvarado Jr Gainesville, GA
693. STEVEN

CYZNER
AUSTIN, TX

694. Buddy Hatch Oklahoma City, OK
695. Leah Johnson Shawnee, OK If we do not protect our ancestors ways who will?
696. Beki Fox CAin Herington, KS We do not stand in the way of the dominant culture's

ceremonies celebrating the transition from adolescence to
adulthood. We only ask the same for our people, that we
be permitted to observe & practice our traditional
ceremonies without molestation or denial from surrounding
communities or government.

697. Richarda Werner Hagnau, Germany richarda werner
698. Altuntas Alice Hagnau-aBodensee,

Germany
alice altuntas

699. sakina mayer Überlingen-Bodensee,
Germany

sakina mayer

700. Arthur Jacknow Riverhead, NY Is it such a big deal to the Forestry Service?
701. Nicole Garati Mims, FL
702. Gloria Dodge Mesa, AZ Please look into and allow these Native Peoples to

continue to practice their lifeways that they are
accustomed to. It is a rite of passage and should be
considered holy and spiritual. It can only benefit the
communities affected.

703. richard smith rugby, United
Kingdom

704. Rick Crowley Redding, CA This is not an unreasonable request, denying it would be
unreasonable.

705. Nastassja Noell Johnson City, NY A trivial day's ride in an autoboat vs a child's coming of age
ceremony; keep the autoboats out of the water for a day,
have respect!

706. Ann Margrain ripley, United
Kingdom
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707. Jenny Blackbird Toronto, Canada Best of luck with your petition to close off the river during

these ceremonies. What a beautiful ceremony, kudos to
the family for keeping this ceremony alive!

708. Charlene
Wilsman-Casey

San Francisco, CA As a voting citizen of California I urge you to grant the
Winneman Wintu Tribe their right to observe and practice
their traditional ceremonies. In the name of dignity and
respect of their life-style, culture and religion I urge you to
support, honor and protect their ceremonies, because it is
the right thing to do. Freedom of religion and worship is an
essential element to a strong free nation of people. So, in
the name of freedom and dignity please allow these people
this right and please aid support to them in their cultural,
religious endeavors.

709. Ray Perkins portland, OR
710. Jo McLean Christchurch, New

Zealand
711. cyndy shingoose Saskatoon, Canada All nations have a right to their ceremonies all over the

world!!!!
712. jim larsson Malmö, Sweden Please let the Winnemem Wintu tribe do their puberty

ceremony in peace!!!
713. James Morris Mount Ida, AR
714. Jane Armbruster Oakland, CA
715. richard skinner auckland, New

Zealand
the forest service would show compassion and
understanding ,buy not interfering.
It would be best to learn to accept indigenous peoples
ceremonies,if we are to have peace and understanding

716. Charlie Blackwolf Seattle, WA
717. Michael Wolf

Heart.
Hudson, FL

718. Elizabeth Claman Richmond, CA If anyone has a right to public lands, it's Native People!
Please help the Winnemen Wintu gain access to the area
on the McCloud River that is essential to the performance
of their important puberty rite.

719. jack smith anaheim, CA
720. Madeline Chera Philadelphia, PA
721. raylene brown colusa, CA
722. Brian Elder Richmond, CA The Wintu deserve their privacy with these ceremonies, in

much the same way that the Klamath have their Jump
Dance conducted in private.

723. Barbara
Schumacher

Los Angeles, CA Please, Senator Boxer, all these folks want are a few days
of peace so that they can perform their ceremony with the
dignity it deserves. I hope that you can help the Winemem
Wintu Tribe.

724. Mitch Prefach Herald, CA
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725. Gary Cavazos Rogue River, OR The BLM has been sensitive to the Indigenous People, so

should the USFS.
726. Kree Eyre broome, Australia
727. wildflower joyce

barnes
greenville, NC

728. Juan N. Reza Chino Hills,, CA
729. Katherine Boller Saint Helens, OR
730. Steven Flying

Eagle
Sedro Woolley, WA I am a member of A.I.M. and will do whaever it takes.

731. Alicia Cordero Santa Barbara, CA The time for my daughter's Chumash coming of age
ceremony is just a few years away. It would break my heart
for her to be exposed to the kind of abuse and disruption
that the Winnemem have had to endure during such a
deeply personal and spiritual time. Please work with the
tribe to ensure their ability to hold their ceremonies without
interference.

732. Liz Baga-deleon LEMOORE, CA
733. Patricia

Egenberger
Modesto, CA I don't see how this ceremony could possibly have a

negative impact on the Forest Service. Native Americans
experienced massive genocide and robbery of their lands.
It seems to me a very small gesture to let them use sacred
places for important life rituals.

734. Jovana Lukic Vancouver, Canada
735. elke mauer holler mainz, Germany
736. Hilda Kirchmaier Santa Barbara, CA Just a couple of days of peace so they can perform their

ceremony....not much to ask for...
737. Jade Bräntzoff Hyvinkää, Finland
738. Gwen Blair Fitzgibbon, Brisbane,

Queensland,
Australia

It is about time all tribes got to honour their Native
traditions in Peace and with Respect at ALL TIMES!!!
As white people we take this freedom for granted, our
Native brothers and sisters have a deep sense of Tradition
and they have a right to be able to perform their
ceremonies without interferance from outsiders who dont
understand the meanings that these ceremonies carry!!

739. lester Brantley Southside, AL For more impact, add a personal comment here
740. JENNIFER MAY

PRESTO
JOHANNESBURG,
South Africa

The USA assisted in freeing the Black people in South
Africa from oppression, racism and brutality. Take a lesson
from your own book and assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribe
to have exclusive access of the campground and stretch of
River necessary for the ceremony.

741. Reverend
Kimberly-Ann
Talbert, O.M.

Tujunga, CA This is about Sacred Spiritual Traditional beliefs..... All
people have the right to their Sacred Ceremonies. It's
about the Native American/American Indian Religious
Freedom Act! Not to mention the fact, that this land
(continues on next page)
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741. Reverend

Kimberly-Ann
Talbert, O.M.

Tujunga, CA (continued from previous page)
originally belonged to the Indigenous peoples and they
have the right to have access to it the same as any other
group.
Mi Takuye Oyacin

742. Sara Caprile savignone, Italy
743. Carole Kloss Oroville, CA Where is common sense? The land was theirs to begin

with. A sacred ceremony can only honor the land. We have
lost so much to the government, time to give some favors
back. Pilamaya. Mitakuye Oyasin

744. Brenda
Clark-Brook

Nanaimo, Canada The native people were here long before the European or
any others & should be given the respect to hold their
ceremony in private.
Please close this lake for the little time it takes for them to
perform their Puberty Ceremony!

745. Cindy Brown Las Vegas, NV There is absolutely NO reason these people should not be
allowed to hold their ceremony. Streets are closed down
for parades & craft fairs why on earth would there be a
problem with closing off a forest area? Makes no sense to
me!

746. Yolande Ryan Cottonwood, CA
747. alex leonard athy co kildare,

Ireland
every person has the right to carry out their own belief
systems espicially when they were doing it for hundreds of
years.an open mind sometime helps when people are not
educiated in anothers belief system,aho............

748. HALINA
CAMPBELL

Greater Manchester,
United Kingdom

749. Peter Koyote Crescent, OK Live and let live!
750. Sherry Howell Osage, IA
751. Manitowah

Redhawk
Ogden, UT

752. Dan Baltzell Harpers Ferry, WV Spiritual ancient rites of autonomous aboriginal peoples is
a great threat.

753. Jessica Ellis Belleview, FL
754. Karen RedHawk

Dallett
Santa Fe, NM Ancient rites of passage are sacred. Peace !

755. Pamela
Bainbridge

manchester, United
Kingdom

756. don newton Los Angeles, CA
757. Deborah Binkley Walbridge, OH
758. Mickey Ellinger Oakland, CA The cultural and spiritual life of California's first people

enriches us all. Please honor the request of the
Winnemem Wintu to hold a ceremony in their traditional
way on their ancestral lands.
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759. Daniel Wedge San Jose, CA Please allow American Natives to practice their beliefs as

those of us who first came from England were trying to do.
760. Jennifer Hall Greeneville, TN
761. Barbara Vlamis Chico, CA
762. Laurie McMasters Schurz, NV Please accept this request as I believe that Native

American Ceremonies are an important action that we
must keep going for generations to come.

763. Brian Nelson Woodland Hills, CA I run Coming of Age services at my church -- I cannot
imagine what it would be like to have them disrupted like
this. Please help. Thanks.

764. Yeshi
TekleMichael

San Francisco, CA

765. Leanne Estrada Hoopa, CA The Winnemem Wintu are our brothers and sisters and
should be permitted to hold their traditional ceremonies, in
their traditional places, without interference. The
Winnemem must continue to preserve their practices by
actively holding their ceremonies at the ceremonial
grounds where the creater instructed the ceremonies to be
held.

766. Oscar Corona Tucson, AZ
767. Linda Not Help

Him
Pine Ridge, SD

768. Elaine Chambers Conway Springs, KS
769. Matthew

Anderson
St. Paul, MN

770. Maria Kimbink Grimmenstein,
Austria

771. Amber Rose
Gonzalez

Santa Barbara, CA

772. Nicholas Cook Billings, MT Please let this native group participate in our countries
freedom of religion!

773. Audrey Oliver Whiterocks, UT Give them the right to use the Traditional area needed for
there ceremony!

774. brad marshall emeryville, CA
775. vanessa scholfield Redding, CA
776. Catherine

Marin-Wisdom
C V, CA

777. Brandy Morton Hoopa, CA
778. Cody Cammbell Santa Barbara, CA
779. debra bearskin

hawthonre
puposky, MN
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780. Paul Corliss Christchurch, New

Zealand
Please show some respect and cooperation, start
expunging your nation's lamentable treatment of your
Indigenous peoples.

781. N Coggins Santa Barbara, CA
782. Natalie Avalos

Cisneros
Goleta, CA

783. tim phosgate summerfield, OH
784. Cuauhtemoc

Peranda
Santa Clara, CA

785. Leticia Miranda Chino Hills, CA
786. Erin Donnelly Gibsonia, PA
787. Chelsea Reed Hoopa, CA
788. Natalie Carpenter Hoopa, CA
789. Kenneth Kuhns Pittsburgh, PA Allow the Tribe to access it! This is a horrible shame that

we are denying them access.
790. Michael Mack Huntington Park, CA In light of the growing alienation of American youth,

American leadership needs to take steps to preserve
ancient traditions which affirm in our youth a sense of
purpose and place. Protecting this ceremony would be a
positive step in that direction.

791. Rafael Gamboa
Jr.

Santa Barbara, CA

792. Megan
Shaughnessy-Mogill

Oakland, CA

793. Dianna Baldwin San Francisco, CA
794. Anna French Stanford, CA Forgetting the historical context of these issues is

obligatory in assessing the situation. As mentioned in the
short documentary about the 2006 ceremonies, in the
1950s the state of California had made an agreement to
trade the land along the river for equally desirable land, but
that promise was never kept. Allowing access for this short
period of time is the least the state of California could do to
compensate for its failure to honor this promise. Similar
harassments to those endured by the Wintu when
performing this ceremony would be harshly punished
(Imagine the harassers in the documentary entering a
Christian church, it would not be unreasonable to call the
police and take the individuals into custody in that
situation). It is in the interest of the public to protect the
religious freedom of other individuals so long as it doesn't
interfere with the rights of other individuals. True,
restricting access to the area would infringe on the rights of
others, but again, considering the historical context of the
situation, restricting access would not be unreasonable
(continues on next page)
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794. Anna French Stanford, CA (continued from previous page)

and would partially honor a debt owed to the Winnemem
Wintu. All things considered, weighing leisure time against
cultural preservation seems like a no brainer.

795. Rachel Cristy Gold River, CA I should think it would be obvious whose claim to the area
is more important: a vital aspect of religion and culture, and
a landmark life-cycle event for members of the community,
should take precedence over a weekend's camping.

796. Richard Petteruti Cranston, RI
797. Andrew May Emmitsburg, MD Please permit the Winnemem Wintu its historically

sanctioned right to the privacy essential for members to
conduct this sacred coming-of-age ceremonial. Surely, as
Americans who have enshrined our right to freedom of
religious practice in the U.S. Constitution, we can offer this
nation-within-a-nation the same privilege we afford
ourselves...

798. Marianne
Rodriguez

Montebello, CA

799. Andre lyles Hayward, CA
800. Samantha Wise McKinleyville, CA
801. Cecilia Rodriguez Edgewater Park, NJ The Winnemem Wintu Tribe needs to continue this

tradition uninterrupted. Such a sacred ritual should be
respected.

802. arizona guerrero sacramento, CA Its important!
803. Elizabeth Gevirtz San diego, CA
804. Shalane Pestell Redding, CA I think it is important for tradition to stay a tradition, and to

not meander from native practice for man enduced income.
805. James Ward Redding, CA
806. Beverly Pilas sacramento, CA
807. Heidi Jaramillo Farmersville, CA How wrong is this??? The Wintu are not allowed to use

their own land to hold a traditional ceremony???Injustice.
808. Joni Tucker nickerson, KS
809. Teresa Sale Roseville, CA This ceremony is sacred! Please respect the Tribe's right

to honor their traditions on their own land. Thank you.
810. Erica Terence Somes Bar, CA Please respect tribal cultures and their sacred ceremonies.
811. angie brenes petaluma, CA
812. Minerva Newton Tampa, FL
813. Alaina Roberts Hayward, CA Care must be paid to the sacred places and rituals of

Native people! It's about time!
814. Sequoia Rain Hanover, MI
815. Alyssa Avila Goleta, CA
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816. Phil Clarke Newcastle, United

Kingdom
This is not only a political matter. It is a matter of human
decency and respect for anothers sacred rights.

817. Catherine Ashe Mahtomedi, MN
818. shan digerness bellingham, WA
819. Thomas Manzitti Reisterstown, MD Shame on US/U.S.A. We have only just begun to feel the

Wrath of The Creator for our continuing Genocidal actions
towards Our Indigenous First American Brothers & Sisters.
End the Injustices NOW or surely continue to suffer the
consequences of Economic & Environmental
disaster..."Wear what you Weave".

820. James Crabtree Mt. Shasta, CA Just another example of the federal government screwing
over the Original Americans. If you think big government is
safe you haven't studied the history of the federal
governments treatment of the Indians.
"Original Americans"

821. Valerie Lopez San Jose, CA
822. April Amelung Arcata, CA
823. Lynette Benton Covelo, CA Personally I don't know my tribes language, traditions etc..I

feel the loss deeply. We need to bring back a lot of the
traditions/rites to preserve our pride an to be able to teach
our children of those lost values.

824. Victoria France San Leandro, CA
825. Zerlinda Hoaglen Covelo, CA Being a native I beleive that we should be able to continue

what ceremonies that we native have left and people
should respect our beliefs, we had to rescept theirs they
should at least respect a little after all they are the reasons
why we almost have no cermonies to this date, they can let
us hold on to the ones we have left. it's only for a couple of
days

826. Karen
Breedlove/Gonzales

Covelo, CA The Forest Service knows of the traditions of these tribes
and should allow the rights of the indgenious people to
hold ceremony in peace.

828. Robbie Brannan Bowmanville, Canada This seems to me to be a very simple yet important
request.. it would be proper to honour these people by
granting their request.

829. Lacey Strong San Francisco, CA
830. Kaleena Tuffo Corvallis, OR
831. nancy corlay

corlay
yreka, CA .

832. Mary Henson Red Bluff, CA
833. Dennis HENSON Red Bluff, CA
834. Mary Meredith

Drew
Woodburn, OR

835. Matt Root Philadelphia, PA
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837. Staci Golar Tesuque, NM
838. Marcus Amerman Santa Fe, NM
839. Muke Kawasha Savannah, GA This sacred right of the Winnemen Wintu Tribe needs to

continue. This is a sacred ritual that should be allowed to
continue.

840. Martha Root phoenix, OR I join in asking for the respect and right for the Wintu tribe
to carry on their important religious ceremonies without
interruption...a small request after so much has been taken
from them. It seems so unreasonable to have to make a
request to practice a way of life, just because access to the
land that has been held sacred to you for generations, is
now assigned jurisdicition and relabeled as belonging to
someone who does not understand the significance that
the land holds. It is my hope that this can be resolved with
respect for the basic human right that all people have the
right to freedom of religion.

841. Renee Segall LOS ANGELES, CA
842. Patriciah Neet wakefield, KS
843. Scott Neet Jr. wakefield, KS
844. Sylvana Kester Ulft, Netherlands This could been seen a violating of Religion.

I wonder what will happen if you show disrepect in church!
Did you learn how to respect.. in that 500 years..?
Trouble no one about their religion; 
respect others in their view and demand that they respect
yours. 
~Chief Tecumseh~

845. Megan Schmidt
root

Albany, NY

846. Donna Crispin Eugene, OR Senator Boxer,
Please help the Winnemem Wintu to perform their Puberty
Ceremony on Forest Service. Although it is public land,
there are precedents, such as the voluntary closure of
climbing routes at Devils Tower National Monument so that
Native People can perform traditional cultural activities.
Thank you for your time.

847. Miki'ala Catalfano Redding, CA I strongly feel that temporary exclusive access is
completely warranted to conduct a very important tradition
of the original Peoples of this place. Please do the right
thing and provide exclusive access to the Winnemem
Wintu.

848. Michael Karns Lakehead, CA Our youth today are bombarded with technology and
disassociation. How can we NOT let a native tribe try to
withhold a traditional custom?

849. Gary Colegrove Jr Hupa, CA drain the lake and give them back their land!
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850. Louisa McCovey Hoopa, CA Senator Boxer, with a stroke of pen you can help to

positively change the lives of Native American youth.
Puberty ceremonies are an essential part of a young
woman’s transition into adulthood. In a modern, distracting,
ever-changing world, our youth need guidance. A puberty
ceremony can give a young woman purpose, peace, a
clear direction, and a sense of dignity. Given the history of
Native Americans and the United States, granting the
Winnemem Wintu Tribe exclusive access to their sacred
site for a short amount of time is really not that much to
ask. By honoring the Tribe’s request, you will be granting
them one of the most basic rights of this beautiful country,
freedom of religion. I urge you to please make the right
descision and allow the Winnemem Wintu Tribe to
peacefully carry out their Puberty Ceremony by giving
them exclusive access to one of their sacred sites.

851. Kelly Davis Hoopa, CA
852. jett johnson eugene, OR
853. Sarah Baird-Reed Eugene, OR
854. Linda London Roswell, GA
855. wendi yanez oroville, CA
856. Dyani Knottnerus Redding, CA
857. Julie Ann Loomis Reno, NV Weren't they there first? It is the tribes right to have their

ceremonies in a place of nature as it has always been.
858. Virginia Germann Bentonville, AR
859. Radley Davis Shasta Lake City, CA
860. Jacintha Stanley Eugene, OR We need to honor and respect our women, our daughters,

our sisters, our aunts, our mothers, our grandmothers, and
our mother earth.

861. Marlys Robbins Redding, CA I believe that this ceremony preserves the continuity of
ritual tradition for this American Winnemem Wintu Indian
Tribe and should be allowed to continue.

862. Kara Honda Kaneohe, HI
863. Marva Scott Fort Dick, CA
864. Julia Cronin Redding, CA
865. Rochelle Nielsen Vancouver, WA
866. Richard Garcia Tuba City, AZ
867. margaret toro redding, CA protect the winnemem wintu tribe puberty ceremony it,s

our heritage
868. Mike Takahashi Eugene, OR
869. Samayha

Lievsay/De los
Santos

Anderson, CA Our history is fading fast and to have willing Native
Amreicans still holding ceremonies for an important time in
our childrens lifes is lifechanging. The goverment is still
(continues on next page)
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869. Samayha

Lievsay/De los
Santos

Anderson, CA (continued from previous page)
looking down on Indian Tribes but I believe we have the
power to overcome the way Native Americans are thought
of as low-life drunks...but hey-thats what the goverment did
for our forfathers though right,turned them into drunkerds
and took away their way of life...? Seems times need to
change and let us speak for ourselfs for once. Theres the
WHOLE lake...What is the problem of closing off ONE part
of it for history....

870. Cathryn Streight Cottonwood, CA We've done enough harm to Native Americans over the
years, let's at least allow them to continue their important
traditions.

871. Cheryl Cook San Pablo, CA Dear Senator Boxer,
Please allow temporary closure of the portion of the Shasta
Lake where the Winnemem hold their traditional
ceremonies. The few days of closure has little impact on
the other users who have access to a huge extended lake
and can go elsewhere to recreate. The Winnemem
deserve to have access to their traditional lands without
disturbance from outsiders (and especially rude people
who do not respect their religion and right to hold sacred
ceremonies on their traditional tribal lands). A few days is
so little to ask, when their lands have been taken from
them forever.
Please support this tribe in reviving and continuing their
traditional culture and religion, and related ceremonies.
Sincerely, Cheryl Cook

872. Laura Urquhart Rimrock, AZ
873. Alex Esparza Eugene, OR
874. Shawna Gonzales Red Bluff, CA I hope some healing can start from the tragedies that took

place in our history. Nobody has began to take any
accountability for these actions. 
I hope and pray that the traditional ways will never be
forgotten.

875. Nelson Wilson San Francisco, CA I proudly sign this petition as support in keeping our tribe's
traditions alive and ours. -N.

876. E Michael Mills Gray, ME
877. Kari Herinckx Cornelius, OR
878. Lisa Lajiness La Crosse, WI Please allow the people of the Winnemem Wintu Tribe to

hold their important ceremony. It is important for people of
all nations to continue their cultural traditions and it is
important in the healing of all that has been done to the
native peoples in our country and for the healing of our
earth.

879. Mililani Trask-Batti Stanford, CA
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880. Desna

Whaanga-Schollum
Auckland, New
Zealand

As indigenous peoples we have a unique sense of our
landscape, our connection to place, it includes both
physical and spiritual dimensions.
It is important to restore, support and acknowledge
indigenous belief systems - to create a future which helps
heal some of the past wounds. Situations such as these
should be seen as positive opportunities to celebrate
indigeneity and increase acceptance in the community.

881. D Lawrence Redding, CA
882. Lucy Tukua Papakura Auckland,

New Zealand
883. Nancy Pernell Shasta, CA
884. Mari Rose Taruc Oakland, CA
885. Joan Ropiha Mahia Beach RD 8

Nuhaka, New
Zealand

Let these ancient traditions still being lived today, live on.

886. Rona Fernandez Oakland, CA
887. Jane

Wagner-Tyack
Lodi, CA The U.S. government has left the Winnemem Wintu with

so little land. Allowing them exclusive access to this small
area for a few days is a very, very small concession.

888. Tom Goldtooth Bemidji, MN
889. Ivy Smith Redding, CA Senator Barbara Boxer,

Please help the Winnemem Wintu gain access to their
ancestral land.
Ivy Smith

890. Luis Olmedo Brawley, CA
891. Eric Saijo Oakland, CA Dear Senator Boxer,

As a long time supporter of yours, I urge you to take action
and help the Wnnemem Wintu have the privacy they
deserve for their ceremony.

892. Elizabeth
Martin-Craig

San Francisco, CA

893. Bradley Angel San Francisco, CA On behalf of Greenaction for Health and Environmental
Justice, we ask you to please support the Winnemem
Wintu Tribe in the safe exercise of their ceremony. Our
federal government has a responsibility to protect Native
Nations and their culutral and spiritual well-being. The
Forest Service is wrong to refuse to help the Tribe carry
out this ceremony without interference.

894. Jerry Rosiek eugene, OR C'mon. This is a no brainer, Senator Boxer.
895. Paul Towers Sacramento, CA
896. Caroline Farrell Bakersfield, CA
897. Ischell Wolfin Anderson, CA
898. Linda MacKay Lebec, CA
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899. Christoher Baker Anderson, CA
900. Gretchen Buck Oak View, CA
901. Ezinne Nwankwo San Francisco, CA
902. Snake Harrington Springfield, OR Please help this ceremony be conducted without

harrassment by closing down the requested space for the
Tribe. Puberty ceremonies only happen once in a life time!
It is a rite of passage, just like anyother ceremony to mark
an important time in a persons life. This ceremony will not
go away, so please assist this unique and traditional Native
practice.
Thank you very munch!
Snake Harrington
Klamath Tribes

903. Zelda Haro Eugene, OR
904. Stuart Gray Lenexa, KS I hope that this signature will help my relations of the

Winnemem Wintu Tribe.
905. Lisa He San Francisco, CA Senator Boxer, please intervene with the Forest Service to

ensure that the Winnemem can hold their ceremony with
the privacy and respect they deserve.

906. Joy Root Eugene, OR Please respect the Winnemem Wintu Tribe by allowing
them to hold their ceremony in the space they need.

907. Maile Tiwanak Kapolei, HI Senator Boxer, please accept my petition for support of the
Wintu Tribe conducting their Puberty ceremony without
interruption or interference at the McCloud River on Forest
Service land. Sincerely Maile Tiwanak.

908. Colin Lyons Springfield, OR
909. Idell Mulhrn Colorado Springs, CO
910. Britton Schwartz Berkeley, CA Dear Senator Boxer, 

This ceremony is incredibly important for the Winnemem
Wintu, and it is very important that they have exclusive
access to the campground and stretch of the McCloud
River necessary for the ceremony. Please do everything
you can to help make this possible.

911. Lynn Fujiwara Eugene, OR
912. Christina Okesson Eugene, OR
913. Rebecca

Quintana
visalia, CA

914. Judith Brady San Francisco, CA I am appalled at the behavior of my fellow citizens when
these indigenous people try to practice their beautiful
ceremonies. Please do what you can to protect their rights,
their land, and their heritage.

915. Carolyn Amerman Stites, ID
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916. Jihan Gearon Flagstaff, AZ Dear Senator Boxer, please help the Winnemem Wintu so

they are able to hold their puberty ceremony without
interference. We should all be thankful that the Winnemem
Wintu are continuing their traditional spiritual way of life
because in doing so, every single person is blessed.

917. Margo Tyack Lodi, CA
918. Sanna Katja Eugene, OR
919. Shadia Wood berkeley, CA
920. Jill Torres Eugene, OR Please assist the Winnemem Wintu Tribe in navigating the

Federal bureaucracy so that they can hold their Puberty
ceremony without interruption or interference!!!! As a
student at the U of O and a member of the Lane County
Community

921. Timmy Lu Oakland, CA
922. Eve Terran Eugene, OR
923. Penelope Carless CAPITOLA, CA It is important that the Winnemem Wintu Tribe be allowed

privacy for their ceremonies and not be interrupted by
gawking outsiders.

924. Kathryn Price
NicDhàna

Somerville, MA Tribal, traditional religion is intimately tied to the land
where the people have lived, where they live now, and
where their ceremonies have historically been held.
Freedom of Religion includes respect for the rights of those
holding traditional ceremonies. Just as we would not allow
disrespectful tourists to gawk at a Catholic Christening or
Confirmation ceremony, the Winnemem Wintu people
deserve the right to hold their ceremonies in a dignified
and respectful manner. Any less is not granting freedom of
religion.

925. Carolyn Ogilvie Redding, CA Please help keep this Ceremony ALIVE for us Winnemem
People...So many of our Elders are dying and so many
things are being lost with them...
Thank you.

926. Wendelin Wagner Natural Bridge, VA
927. Steve Morozumi Eugene, OR
928. Michelle Cook Tazewell, VA To whom it may concern, Indigenous peoples have the

right to access their sacred sites as well as to practice their
spirituality and religion. Please do not violate international
law or their human rights by preventing the people from
conducting sacred and ancient ceremonies. As a young
woman these ceremonies are empowering and important
not only for Native nations but for women around the world
for they provide living examples of practices that respect
and uphold the sacredness of women. Sincerely, Michelle
Cook
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929. Kurt Ramirez Janesville, WI For the sake of all good people please let these good

indigenous people have their sacred ceremony without
selfish drunks or stoners interupting them, plus would any
decent person be allowed to interupt a bat mitzvah or a
christening or a baptism ceremony? I think not

930. Berto Cortes Lodi, CA
931. Rosalee Gonzalez phoenix, AZ
932. danny guerrero sac, CA
933. Eli Moore Richmond, CA
934. Carol McLeod Sacramento, CA The Wintu deserve the right to use this land, which has

been theirs for thousands of years, to perpetuate their
cultural practices without being disturbed by curious
outsiders. I have been with them in the past when
ceremonies have been disturbed (not this particular one)
and it shatters the sacredness of the event.

935. Cory Kirshner-Lira Eugene, OR
936. Aryel Harrington Springfield, OR Let them hold their ceremony without interruption or

interference!
937. Tanya

MacGumerait
Ojai, CA

938. Linda Davidson Penn Valley, CA
939. Kaleonani Hurley Mililani, HI
940. Tim Keenan Oak View, CA
941. Yuki Kidokoro Los Angeles, CA
942. Irene Soto Philo, CA
943. Adam Marlow Portland, OR I like to think of California as a beautifully diverse place,

both in landscape and in culture. It is the state's duty,
therefore, to stand by the Winnemem Wintu and protect
them as a people who existed long before the name
"California" was ever imagined. Being a former Californian,
I know you have done great things for your citizens; now
please help the Winnemem preserve the quality of their
puberty ceremony just as Californians of other faiths have
come to expect.

944. Doreen Akens Port hueneme, CA
945. Wendy Ng Palo Alto, CA
946. Eli Conley Oakland, CA
947. Raquel Wells Eugene, OR Please support this vital cultural tradition.
948. Steve Wake Berkeley, CA I grew up fishing on the McCloud, but I would gladly forego

one week of sport to allow the Winnemem Wintu to
preserve their identity and maintain their harmony with the
universe. I think it's great that some people recognize the
special significance of puberty, especially for young
women.
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949. Catherine Ryan

Gregory
Berkeley, CA Without their cultural touchstones, the Winnemen Wintu

tribe loses some of its identity. Please allow them to
continue their traditions, which have been denied them for
much too long.

950. Jiro Yamamoto San Francisco, CA
952. Junko Kenmotsu Berkeley, CA
953. Tara Thomas Eugene, OR
954. Betty Kano Berkeley, CA Please help the Winnemem Wintu Tribe's efforts to gain

exclusive access by the McCloud River Forest Service to
the campground and stretch of the River needed for the
duration of a special Tribal ceremony. This is needed for a
respectful and undisturbed ceremony.

955. Wesley Ueunten Albany, CA
956. Barbara Morita Berkeley, CA Please support the Winnemem Wintu tribe in their efforts

on the McCloud River.
957. Sandra Shotridge Eugene, OR Would you seriously consider NOT doing this? And why?

This is a wonderful opportunity for everyone involved as
well as a right. There's been too much taken away from
our people, shifting the balance with this event hurts
no-one.

958. Lucinda Pearman Yuma, AZ
959. SHANDA

MCCAIN
redding, CA SHANDA MCCAIN

960. Jessica Cupp Redding, CA
961. Patricia Begley Cottonwood, CA
962. Don Hayward Redding, CA
963. Ginger Murphy cottonwood, CA
964. Greta Rodriguez redding, CA
965. TERRY Lerma PALO CEDRO, CA Sounds like a reasonable request to honor a sacred

tradition. It would be a decent thing for the local goverment
to do to allow the Wintu access to the River for this life rite
of passage. Denial of this historic site would be construed
as impinging upon the freedom to practice one's religious
beliefs.

966. Joe Ross Redding, CA
967. Pamela Serpa Redding, CA
968. HAROLD

HORNER JR
SHASTA, CA

969. Virgil Ray Baker
Jr.

redding, CA

970. Tina Parks Reddibg, CA
971. Betsy Reifsnider Sacramento, CA
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972. Rosa Chavez Eugene, OR
973. Debbie

Foreman-Sarot
Anderson, CA

974. Sabrina James Bakersfield, CA The fact that some on the lake are so disrespectful is
shameful! I certainly hope this request will be granted. It
seems like the least that could be done. Giving the tribe
decent land to make up what was lost, would be justice!

975. trisha baker anderson, CA
976. Kelli Hayward Andrson, CA
977. Amy Brom Redding, CA Rites of passage ceremonies are extremely vital for Native

American tribal peoples. Much like Bar Mitzvahs, or
Confirmation in Jewish and Catholic cultures, respectively,
these ceremonies help tribal youth make meaning of life
and give direction for their futures. Unlike Jewish or
Catholics, Native American ceremonies are connected to
the land, just as their entire world philosophy is based in
the harmony of all living things. Please make every effort
possible to allow the Winnemem Wintu peoples to continue
their Puberty Ceremony without interference from
onlookers or others who might possibly disrupt the
ceremony. As a psychologist working with Native peoples,
I cannot overstate the importance of this ceremony in
positive development of tribal youth. Thank you for your
prompt action.

978. Stephanie Sipola Redding, CA
979. Emilie

Haynes-Reagers
Anderson, CA

980. Anthony Semore redding, CA to protect our tribal culture
981. Patricia Hudson Oakland, CA Respect for the tribes religious ceremonies is sacrosanct. It

seems their rights are being taken away as would not be
allowed for others.

982. Linda
Watkins-Gallino

Redding, CA

983. Claire Syrett Eugene, OR
984. Cassandr Estep redding, CA Dont you think that enough has been taken from theese

people? Shouldn't there culture be sacread and
uninteruped?

985. anita barnett redding, CA I am a Full blood Indian from oklahoma, please respect
their traditions, this land was theirs before the Forest
Service took over, let them have their Puberty Ceremony
on the McCloud River, I can't imagine why this would hurt
the environmental & be a problem
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986. Carrie McLaughlin redding, CA Dear Ms. Boxer-

Please support our local Tribe in performing their sacred
rituals with privacy and dignity.
Sincerely,
Carrie McLaughlin

987. Serina Dickinson REDDING, CA
988. James Hayward

Sr.
Redding, CA this ceremony is the fabric of our people and will always

exist. The Forest Service has the capability to do the
important and proper responcibility as caretaker of our
forests that used to be the Native responsibility.

989. Jeannie Mckenzie Oakland, CA
990. Tomasita Medál San Francisco, CA
991. John mataka Westley, CA
992. Morning Star Gali Oakland, CA
993. Jane Coverdell eugene, OR So many people comment on Native American Culture and

all the struggles it has had in the past. My great
grandmother was taken from her home and whipped when
ever she displayed any of her Native culture. Now much of
our culture is lost dieing out with our elders. Please help to
preserve what little we have left. It means more than you
could ever know.

994. Lauren Joiner Springfield, OR
995. Kiyomi Koide Oakland, CA
996. Anita Barnett redding, CA
997. Lisa Hernandez austin, TX
998. Angela Alvarez Montgomery Creek,

CA
Yay Winnemem's!!

999. S. Rivers Bapchule, AZ
1,000. Roshelle

Weiser-Nieto
Eugene, OR

1,001. Suntana McGary
Potter

Redding, CA No manifest destiny mentality or shade of gray
(genocide):the deliberate and systematic destruction of
racial political, or cultural group)please.Werent we here
first?It is our right to have and hold ceremonies in our
aboriginal,Indigenous lands as it has always been .Our
history is fading and to have willing Native Americans still
holding traditional ceremonies for an important time in our
childrens life is lifechanging.It is so disheartening to see
the goverment is still looking down on Indian Tribes but I
believe we have the power to to overcome and to exercise
our rights to Sovereignty. A little quot by Magna Carta
1215 Re: KING JOHN 6/15/ A.D. 1215 and the Mayflower
Compact of 1620 ,Declaration of Independence by John
Hancock < Constitution of California 1879 ( The
(continues on next page)
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1,001. Suntana McGary

Potter
Redding, CA (continued from previous page)

U.S.Constitution gives no rights to INDIANS. What may
appear to exclude Indians from the Bill of rights reads
("Indians not taxed".)It don't read Indians in general as a
RACE. ("Federal Law") So what that clause about untaxed
INDIANS really means is that nobody can expect to have
the full rights of an adult citizen as long as they're off the
tax rolls , as public charges or words of the state". And you
won't believe this last U.S.Goverment statement, As an
INDIAN, we are a ward of the U.S.Goverment.

1,002. Debby Kajiyama Alameda, CA
1,003. Sharon Smithart redding, CA
1,004. Rob Krikorian Anderson, CA
1,005. Olivia Thompson REDDING, CA
1,006. Jeana Sheets Anderson, CA
1,007. Paul Tupaz Plumas Lake, CA
1,008. Alina Browne Hayward, CA
1,009. Jessina Sowe Eugene, OR
1,010. Dana Lee South Bend, IN As a member of the Navajo tribe, it is very important for us

to have our puberty ceremony. It is more than a religious
rite and allows us to identify ourselves with our sacred
beings. Although I am from a different tribe, I fully support
and respect their right to perform these ceremonies.

1,011. Patrick D.
Melendy

Independence, OR Senator Boxer: Please take action to protect the
Winnemem Wintu Tribe's rich culture and history by
requesting other members of congress to join you in
directing the US forest Service to recognize Wintu Tribal
customs and ceremonies and to NOT dissalow or disrupt
Tribal Ceremonies.

1,012. Norine Nishimura Oakland, CA
1,013. Barbara Hayward Redding, CA This is a very important ceremony for young women.

According to Tribal practices, this ceremony has been
taking place for a long time and is very important to the
culture of these young women. This is a private and sacred
event in a young womens life, and needs to be done
without interruption or interference.

1,014. Miyoko
Tsubamoto

Pinole, CA In September 2007, 143 nations of the United Nations
General Assembly voted to adopt the declaration of rights
of indigenous people calling for the maintenance and
strengthening of their cultural identities, emphasizing their
right to pursue development in keeping with their own
needs and aspirations. The majority of the global
population supports the rights of indigenous people.
Please show your support for the Winnemem Wintu Tribe
and for all of California's indigenous people!
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Name From Comments
1,015. pedro pacheco Eugene, OR
1,016. Petra Reyes Phoenix, AZ
1,017. William Hayward Anderson, CA Dear Barbara Boxer,

I am a member of the Redding Rancheria Tribe, a federaly
recognized Californian Tribe located in Redding California.
Our Tribe is made up of Wintu, Pit River, and Yana Native
Americans. I would greatly apprecieate your support on
this petition.
William R Hayward, Wintu
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